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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Engineers create prod nets and processes to tist\ bak iiecds tor food and
shelter— and in addition enhance the convenience, power, and beaut y of our
evei da y Jives. The e'en make possible spectacim ar human triumphs once
onl y dreamed of in m y th and science fiction. A centur y ai;o iii Fn'aiu iItm' Earth
to the hi( e.'m. Jules \'er's' ioiaiined ;'OlO'ii,'iii space m'avelers being launched
from l-Joi'ija, cmrclii;' tOe ;nooii, anil	 'tinnin	 to ,' lash LJo',vn iii the l'acific
Ocean. In )ec n;ber of	 three .istron,iii ts .iboard in Ai'oJ!o spacecra it
did	 111,11. bevt'n nicinhis late', on Jul y 20,	 )a<). N,iJ Arunstrou i : took
the irst hajuien . tis ci tue Illooll. I his ('\mu'aordjn,ir\' event i',',isIi,iu' ,i
nimlhmon5 ot cauhbuau id people who watched the live broadcast on teiCvisuon.
En;incering had ransformed our sons' of connect i on ',vitim the cosmos and
even fostered dreams f routine space travel tr ordinaiy citizens.

Those dreams were wid oR' shared on the morn in i of Jo ii ui ry 28, 1986,
when schoolteacher Chi'ista \IcAul:te ;ucd 6 astronauts for a voyage
aboard space shuttle C/:t,7encr. i3u I Imi-o ivall event; tll,!t took place during
the launch doomed and its crc'.':, ,\ tie milliseconds after ignition,
a simple seal loini:i i two si'gaicnts of a booster rocket failed to contain hot
gases from the burning fuel. Soon ,i6er, vibration iro:n the launch jarred a
backup seal from its promon' position, 	 110.mcs to spew out near the
enormous till--I	 than a jiutnate and a half wito i ts flight,
burst in a Or'.' explosion watched b y horr:tuvd chitdi'eii o'[o were tetli'us'ing
tie teh'cas m	 .us'unu	 nJ .uujite:h;uuus

Public shock inch grief o'er the tr,i',t,' icc:,' cu:ucktv coinpounled b y an-
It,cr. It	 it	 cci that I lie i:uht bet or,' the Iinn, N !ourtem'n i'ngi lit ''rs ,
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on Ihiokic!. tilt' Ill, lut.ictti:'er it tile I 	 t.ter rn'ki't, hod u 	 Ill iiuoul\'
,ind vlI;LRtiii\' \m'ed i	 oititii	 t he l,uuch. th vw .lrlled tii)t teiiiper'i
Ii I'i	 ,it	 tilL	 liLilit Ii	 Y.'t'i'i' tttlI t'ikc y.	 Nv	 etid	 ,il'ly I''iiii;t'	 111'.	 ten',-

dc 'i ii I 'C Cc iLL Id lei.i-.eu lit 'ii .i [ c i iv 1111 1ii i1'er s t',i I " , C. Lii,i 'n; t hiiu 0 i i 1.
ioreover, t t' etiiiI1e( . i l \'t're will intl t' cit 0 hiittOi'\' of CL)L1CL'Lil over the

gaskets, it' N ILh hod hiitv n a 1,11 I i 11L en (shill ill previous iii ii riches. they were
eilreadv rcdesi 1 'iiiii the seals between see liCiilie it the booster rockets. Yet
on the cvi' of the launch, their corcerns were overridden by top managers at
1h okol Who toi;et he r 'i" h execu i'es at NASA to led to convey the Cilfil-
neers ' concerns to the NASA adintiii;trattir responsible br miking the dii-
CiSiOfl to lou ncir.

Later 0, - c ivrli enter hHo the det,iils abo it CIiiu/leuiye;. We will ilso exploure
the- ti ;edies in ihi'h it hoiilel have been kmi 1 in adv,ince that safety

i' ,i	 b'ein	 i t	 ipr neI'-I'tl Ili", 01-d till' k'vt'I ol ,icce 1 italch risk: tilt' ,1LCLJ:utie
t l 	 I) lii led- 	 il,i uit 	 it	 I ui ii Nil ,iuud I III('( - Ml it . t l,i 'nt .1 id	 he it em col 'lint

I) lit I l	 I	 []It' cli, -iii nt I	 irii flu l:.	 I	 cc	 ('au, I, cx ph nI i '1t; t ' ito gas	 in
LuLid(I II' all-tt'i IOn CCtiiClL'5, ,iIiLt md huh idle LISt's ill •mshes[cs ill muiaiiuztac-
hiring ,uid coii y truictuciu, to 11,MIC ti ' . t a teic e\iiiilptes. Hut it is ei[re,ieli' clear
thit the work ot euicineei's has iuuoral diuitensiiins which S1101.11d be of unteresi
W us Al. These uumiplications should lo 'n' tile highest priorit y tin engineers
and imther })m'Ofessinrnaki itiviilved in techiuii'cloi;y.

It is e(uall\' clear, however, that the moral c'hspCctS of engineering are Coin-

flex. Most eulguneei'ing takes phone within profit-making corporations which
ill turn are embedded ni an tiltricite striucilire Of society ouinh goveruiuiient rug-
iulation. Thus will have to be taken into account in LmruderstanLling uvhmt con
and Cannot be morall y required of ei'ni leers,

Heuc we iehiiuiuIt not c'\pt'ct a quick and simple answer to the question of
who lets res1itnsiIhi' ilt 11m , Cluutli'ii''r dis,i',tt'i- or ti the question of huci;v slim
iI,mt evenus ',in Is' 1te 'iited. ttetctre we ruli lii blame the fourteen eilu;nieerl.
Or I tch ti'vim; ti	 invent tho &tisasteu' h' htt\':iiig 1110 iehiistle, wi need let
prccmah' our own posiLile tdihiii'e ,'n ettii.ens to see to it that whistle-blowing
engim'ieeu's au -e not routinel y tired and 'ersecutr'nt i .ty their emplo yers. We
need 10 ask how corpora t ions can be better st met ii ied to Now respnnub]e
eiigineei s to act on their moral 

convictions and pmotessionimi judgments And
weneed an enriched undei'standing Of idiot engineers can and cannot do to
Iu'u'uproi'e their own ivorking conditi&tui. We need, in sliu)rt, to eil(oge in time
stud y nt engint'eu'inu' t'thiics.

WHAT IS ENGINEERING ETHICS?

j	 (1) t/: & 	/nb	 tu.-'
d'nitiil	 oi/	 i ' atiia! joi,'s bmu'ii!uis( oi 'ii ,yui,'e't'i'ii.'	 int/ (2) ( 'i' iiulij of t ota/ 'jetty
//oll	 eu1uii uleouuJ &'iiiu/uit'f, clznact',, i/i'd/s. Lull u 'u'/a!le ic n/;qn (ii po;iIc and I oiyii?T--

tulioius iui'olu'ccl in !i'c!;IILJII(i'CCi! ih'u''/iii;'eflei hogs it is inevitable that moral
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problems, especiall y the perplexing moral dilemmas, will preoccupy us. Af-
ter all, it is usuall y the response to specific problems that prods us to make
the world better. Yet we should boar in And that character, general deals,
and moral re!ationsh;ps are elluallv ;m1scrt,iiit toci ill aripri'aching engineer-
ng ethics.

While the emphasis of this book v fl be upon engineers, the ethics of en-
gineering is wider in scope than the ethics of engineers. It applies also to the
decisions made by others engaged ill Ite lological enterprise, md ud ng
scientists, in1agers, production vorkcr.; and their supervisors, technicians,
technical writers, government officials, lawyers, and the general public.

Historical Note

Ethical Concern among engineers began as earl y as the protession of erigi-
nec'ring. In the late nineteenth centur y , newl y ('merging pressionai uciet-
105 for engineers orinally expressed this concern b y writing codes of ethics.
Neverrhe!i'ss, engineering ethics has traditiunilty been too narrowly con-
cei-,'aJ. Toe often it has been regarded as winn npassu l y; Atse more than the
drafting and promulgating by professional societies of official prescriptions in
the forms of codes, guidelines, and opinions. These activitic:-; •ir'':itally im-
portant. But they are onl y one aspect of engineering ethics, not its full sub-
sume.ice,

As a discipline or area of extensive inquiry, engineering ethics is still
young, certainly younger than medical ethics and legal ethic;. Onl y since the
late 1970s has systenia tic attention been devoted to it by engineers and mont-
b&'rs of several other scholarl y disciplines Earlier book.s by Harding and
Canfk Id (1936), Mantell (1964), and Alger et al. (1965), as well as journals
such as the Pro WWIE:iioç'cr, covered the tr,idi tiona I aspects of engineer-
ing ethics very well, but they did i ut e:smiiie its wider implications. In the
middle years of the 1970s changes could he iioth cd Al several engineering
pr;orticals, such as Jssucs in Liiyii!cLiir Oublished b y the i\nierican Society
of Civil Eng n cers, and the News at tar I; a Lou! !t lCt (1! 3OcU! 1n/;cations of
l'"nio/nyy (noe,' i'cC!:uc!;''lf nuf 5g::-/ .'1iii3, published by the Institute
ef Electrical and Electronics hingineers. Today it is increasingly common to
find articles on ethics in journals published by these and other professional
societies, such OS the American Society of Chemical Engineers and the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The conception of engineering ethics as an "interdisciplinary discipline"
vci ing philosoph y, social science, law, and business theor y, in addition to

engineering theory, became more dearl y defmed wit Ii the National Project
on Philosophy and Lngincert iii Ft lies carried out under the rl; rcctinn of
Robed Baum Ircrin 1978 to 19si), The trst interdisciplinar y conference teak
place in i Q LI it lc:issclaer Pt:tccl' ;c ln',titu Id, a iLl there li,i',c oeeil several
uthiei .s since then. I he first scholarl y hibltography on engineering ethics was
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also published in 1980 at the Illinois Institute of Technology (lidenson,
950). The lust nterdisciplinarv journal to ci plisize articles on egiileeriflg

ethics, the 1ri'icss mid Pr ISliIii/ IJ/riCS Juiiriimil, was crihitea ill 1951
This late development of the discipline is ironic. Engineering is the hugest

profession numerical] and affects all of us in most areas of our lives. The
skill of a surgeon's hand affects one patient at a time; the judgment of a dc-
sii;n engineer can influence hundreds of lives at once. Medicine manifests
itself iii the yearl y checkup, the miraculous cure, and the contents of the
household iiielici ii Clii'St fiLl t the products of engineering confront us v ; r-
tUZ`1IIV everywhere we turn our eves and every time we do something.

Why has the general significance of engineering ethics, with its locus on
personal decision making and responsibility, onl y recently become appreci-
ated? In spite of the dramatic impact of engineering oil safety and vefl-
being, we have tended to stereotype it as a tool of vast impersonal organiza-
tions. Individuals involved in it have frequently been viewed as cogs in
machines rather than as responsible decision makers. Emphas i s has usually
been upon products and their effects oil rather than upon the human
drama behind their production. Yet engineering products derive from per-
sonal creative activity in which responsible conduct can make the difference
between large-scale benefit or large-scale harm, up to and including life and
death. Engineering ethics is the discipline which examines the moral import
of that creative activit y . It explorer; the floral dimensions of technology
"tiorn tire inside."

Variety of Moral Issues

There are two contrasting appro.chcs to engineering ethics, one of which
emphasizes small everyday pren arid the other larger social problems.
Those of usvlio tend to view the world Iroiri the microcosm of our imme-
diate surrourrdins ma y become preoccu p ied with the frequentl y petty, but
nevertheless persistent and nagging, moral problems of evu'r\'dav life and
work. What WC must do is to reach be y ond those problems to seek air on-
cicrstanding of their rout causes.

Others anlonc', us are more inclined toward a macroscopic view involving
reflections on the moral condition of society. What we need is the discipline
to reconcile the broad view with specific circumstances as they present them-
selves in different everyday settings.

Which approach is better? Neither by itself. What is required is ongoing
interaction between the two. In this vein we will approach our topic, taking
as examples some cases involving a wide social impact and others of a nar-
rov'er or more routine nature.

An engineered product or project goes through various stages of design,
manufacture or construction, testing, sales, and service. Engineers carry out
or supervise the appropriate activities at whatever stage of this process a con-
venient division of labor has assigned them. The nature of the activity or
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p iOlect will generall y d:ctitc i'..etllir the nigiiieers in\olved are by training
civil, electrical, mechanical, Oz ci ernical engineers, to name onl y the major
fields, but every field involves moral problems.

For example, as engineers carry out their tasks, (here will be timOs when
their activities will ultimately lead to a product which is less than useful or
safe. This may happen intentionally, or under pressure, or in ignorance. A
product ma y hi inten fiona liv designed for earl y obsolescence; an iii ferfor ma-
terial n' he substituted under pressure of time or AN of money; or a prod-
uct's eventual harmful effects ma y not he toreseen, ihen too, because of the
size of a project, or because of the large numbers of a prodLiet sold on the
mass market, many people ma) . be affected. And these problems arise quite
apart horn the temptations of brihos and other forms of outright corruption.

'the folloiein; four speitic examples (some of which led to regulatory
changes) hint at a few of dw areas covered by engineering ethics:

I An inspector discovered twlty construction equipment and applied a vi-
olation tag preventing its continued use. The inspector's superior, viewing as
minor the infraction of a rela fvoly Insignificant regulation, ordered the tag
removed so the project would not be delayed. The inspector objected and
was threatened with disciplinary action.

2 An electric utility coninany applied for a permit to operate a nuclear
l imi er plant. The licensing agenc y was interested in knowing what emer-
gency measures had bei'n establisherl for human safet y in case of reactormallunction. The utilit y engineers described the alarm s ystem and arrange-
merits with local hospitals for treatment. They did not emphasize that these
measures applied to plant personnel only and that they had no plans for the
surrounding population. "That is someone else's r"sponsihilitv," they
ci,iimeu upon henig (l Li L'stOiled about this Omission.

3 A chemical plant dumped wistes in a landfill. I laaardous substances
find their way into the underground \vatcr chIc. The plant's engineers
were aware of the situation but did not change the disposal method because
Wit conipetito; -s did it the Sonic cheap wa y, no law explicitly forbade the
practice, and local government was not alert to dc danger.

4 Electronics company ABC geared up for production of its own version
of a popular new item. The product was not yet ready for sale, hut even so,
pictures and impressive specifications appeari d in ocIve r tisenients . Prospec-tive customers were led to believe that it was available off the shelf and were
drawn away from competing lines.

These examples show how ethical problems arise most often when there
are differences of J ud g me nt or expectations as to what constttutes the true
state of affairs Or a proper course of action. The engineer ma y be faced withcontrary opinions from 'vi thin the I:: in, Ir.'O: the cheot, from either firms
icithiri the industry, or from government. And not to he left out, as indicated
in Fig. 1-1, are still other possible pavH0115 that can he taken by the profes-
SiOii of engineering itself, usually einhdied b y or represented in the form of
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FIGURE 1-1
Contexts of p'jterSal professional disagreements engineers may encounter.

a professional society. We will have more to say about the lClationships be-
tween engineers and their colleagues, their managers, and their clients later,
particularly in connection with professional freedoi, rights, and obligations.

The four cases have already raised ii number of pertinent moral questions.
To what extent should an employer's or supervisor's directives he the author-
itative guide to an engineer's conduct? What does one do when there are dif-
ferences of judgment? Is it fair to be expected to put one's job on the line?
Should one always follow the law to the letter? Is an engineer to do no more
than what the specifications say, even if there are problems more serious
than those initiall y anticipated? F-low far does an engineer's responsibility ex-
tend into the realm of anticipating and influencing the social impact of the
projects he or she participates in?

The case of the inspector told to ignore rules has numerous variations: in
the testing of prototypes or finished products in a factory, in the handling of
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financial audits, or in the re'on	 to uiisnticited reports of dangerous situ-ations, to name but a few.
The nuclear power plant situatnjn denionstrates several wa ys in winch a

product's ultimate use and possible failures niav he overlooked b y its design-
ers. Lack of coordniahon in planning for its eFfects on everyone connected
With it can lead to Catastrophic lesuits; linitting one's attention mdv to the nar-
row specificat;ons can result in We d itiivery of a product that satisfies the con-
tract but does not serve the needs of te customer or the public in the long run.

The questionable conduct of the chemical plant and, to a greater degree,
the AC company falls into the catego of "ethics cases" which traditionally
have occupied the ethics review hoards of professional societies. Prescriptive
codes of conduct can he established for such infractions of common decency,
and for th,1t reason those instances constitute the nlajoritv of cases in which
action has been taken. This his eiicnuriged the identification of eo;ineering
ethics with a ti life set of specific maxims and regulations designed to assure
moral conduct. Yet as ice shall see, the moi-a I problems arising in this field
are not always manageable in this straightforward manner.

Normative, Conceptual, and Descriptive Inquiries

The stud y of ,he moral questions in engineering can be viewed as involving
three distinct kinds of inquiry : HerniaE ire, conceptual, and dcscriplice.

First, and niosl centrally, engineering ethics involves ilormatj\'e inquiries.
"Normative" refers to the moral norms or standards which are desirable for
actions, attitudes, policies, organizatjo l al structures, and individual charac-
ter trails. The piirnary aim of engineering ethics is to identify and justify, the
moral obligations, rights, and ideals ofindividls and organi/atioiis en-
gaged in engi nccr!n.;. It seeks to est,ihlisli which prescriptions of basic duty
and higher ideal -ought to he endorsed on inol ci grounds, and attempts to
apply those results to specific situations in a manner that yields practical
guidance.

F(-!. it asks the fl.uciiig: I iov far does the obligation of engi-neers to protect public safet y extend in given situations? What are the bases
of engineers' obligations to their employers, their clients, and the general
public? When, if ever, should engineers be expected to blow the whistle on
dangerous practices of the employers for whom they work? Is whistle-
hiowing a mn mci moral duty or more a matter of heroism that goes beyond
the requirements of an enginccr's basic duty? Whose values ought to he pri-
mary in making judgments about acceptable risks in a design for a public
transport system: those of ma nagement, senior eniner'rs, government, vot-
ers, or sonic conih:na hon of these? Which particular Ices and organiza tonalprocedures ,itfc ti:z engincerin pract:ce are morally nvarran ted? \'lia
nior,il rgi1ts should engineers be recognized as having in order to help them
fulfill their professional obligations

Dealing effectively with normative issues, however, requires two further
types of inquiry . One of these is co,':cctntrml directed tn'va rd cicrji\i ng the ha-
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sic coiueptS or ideas, pilcipieS, pwhlr'nis, and tpcs of arguments used in
discussing moral issues in engi nl'er '°i;• One example of a c nceptual inquiry
is seekini to dcl inc ''s,ifety" and its relatioiisliip to such ideas as ''risk." A
related conceptual inquiry attempts to sharpen understanding of entries in
codes of ethics such as the followini': F11Fineer s should "protect the safety,
health, and welfare of the public," while they should also ''act as faithful
agents or trustees for their employers or clients."

The third type of inquiry seeks to uncover factual information bearing
upon conceptual and normative issues. Since it is concerned with specifying
and gathering relevant facts, it is called a th'scr:pliec inquiry, Where possible,
researchers attempt to c011dLlCt descriptive inquiries using proven scientific
techniques. Topics of special interest in the context of our discussion are the
business realities of contemporar y eiib;incerinp practice, the history of the en-
gineering profession, the effectiveness of prolessional societies in fosteritig
moral conduct, the procedures used in making risk assessments, and psy-
chological profiles of engineers. Dcterm:iiing the facts in these areas provides
an understanding of the backgro u n d conditions which generate moral prob-
lems. It also enables us to deal realistically with al terna tive ways of resolving
those problems.

Interrelatedness of the Three Inquiries

To summarize, engineering ethics involves three distinct types of inquiry:

1 Normative, whose practical aim is to provide reasoned evaluations of
the conduct and character of individuals, the functioning of organizations,
and the alternative responses available to solve concrete problems. In terwo-
'cn with this is the more tliec'rctical aim of justif y ing the nialor moral pri-

ciples which ought to be all iimud by individuals and organizations involved
in engineering.

2 Conceptiiil, concerned With clan tying basic ideas, principles, issues,
and types of argument concerning the moral problems in engineering.

3 Descriptive, which seeks to provide factual information needed for un-
derstanding and dealing with both conceptual and normative issues.

These three typesof stud y are conipleinentary and usually closely inter-
related, as the hollowing example illustrates. Consider ii young engineer who
becomes convinced that the level of pollutants her company is pouring into a
stream is dangerously high, given that eivldren are using the river down-
stream for swimming. She expresses her view to her immediate supervisor,
who says her fears are unfounded because the pollution has caused no com-
plaints in the past. Is she required to do more?

Obviously this question poses a practical normative issue. but we will also
want to know additional facts about the case, such as the nature of the pol-
lutants in this instance, Then we shbuld want to Now about the not of con-
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trolling them, and whether the engineer's conviction that they are dangeron';
is well founded. I lence a descriptive inquiry is called for.

l'erhaps enough has already been said, however, to SL est that the en-
gineer definitel y should take further action, since her professional judgment
has been overruled without a compoling reason. But should she merel y re-
quest of the supervisor a more detailed response Should he go above [lie
su pervisor to higher man,i gement? Should she 'ri to to the local mayor, or
would going outside the normal orgiiza tion,il channels Constitute disloyalty
to the company? And what is the basis for holding that she even has the right
to a cogently reasoned response from her supervisor?

These are further normative questions since they call for making moral
evaluations of her rcsponsibhties and rights. Answering them will require
an understanding of the general noral obligations of engineers. And if this
understandine is to he more than an undefended opinion or intuition, it will
have to be grounded upon reasons as to why various specific moral princi-
ples ought to be affirmed. Providing these reasons is the task of a more the-
oretical inquiry, primarily normative in nature. But this inquiry will also in-
volve clarification of ideas about safet y, loyalty to companies, and professional
freedom and autonomy. Hence it will involve conceptual inquiries.

Descriptive inquiries, moreover, enter the case yet again when we attempt
to discover the realistic options open to the engineer, as well as to provide
some estimate of their likely consequences. Thosu inquiries will help it s un-
derstand the hus(ncss, social, and political realities in which the compan y op-
erates. Only with this knowledge can we make a sound recommendation
about what the engineer should do.

Senses of "Engineering Ethics'

[he word "ethics" (like the word "morals") has several distinct although re-
1,ited meanings. Corresponding to them are various senses of the expression
en , ;inocnng ethics."

ii-, the main sense used so far and in whit oilo y. s, ethics is a disci-
pine or area of study dealing with moral problems. Engineering ethics, ac-
cordingly, is the disciriline or study of the moral issues arising iii and
surrounding engineering. As we have just seen, it involves normative (eval-
uative) inquiries, conceptual (meaning) inquiries, and descriptive (factual) in-
quiries into these moral iSsueS. As understood here, the normative inquiries
are central, with the conceptual and factual inquiries entering where relevant
to support the normative inquiries.

Second, when we speak of ethical problems, issues, and controversies, we
inein to distinguish them train noriet j rjca] or nonmoral problems. I lere the
word "ethical" mar-ks a contrast between moral questions and questions of a
polrtical, legal, and artistic ni ture. Eng:neer ing ethics in this sense would re-
fer to tlii' set of specrticallv moral problems and issues related to engineering.

iind, sonretim,'s the word "ethics" is used to refer to the particular set ot
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belief'.,,'. ttituJc, aid h,iLt nucl a persaI ii: grou p displays in tilt: area of
moralit\'. Thus see sa y that kIussol Iii's ethics were d terent [ruin those of
Dwight Eisetihoss'er^ and both ditiercd from 1110e Of Karl Marx. We also
speak of the Roman'.' ethics, the Victorian ethic, the Protestant work ethic,
and socialist ethics. in doing so see arc referring to people's actual outlooks
on moral issues. Thi. sense is linked directly to the original sense of the Greek
word ethos, which meant customs (as did marl's, the Latin root of "morals"). As
such, engineering ethics would be the currently accepted standards endorsed
by various groups of engineers and engineering societies.The discipline of en-
gineering ethics has the task of examining these accepted conventions to see if
they are clear, justified, and sufficiently comprehensive.

This third sense of''engini'ering ethics" is purel y descriptive because it
concerns merely the [acts aboti nI cii engineers and others believe as regards
moral problems in engineering. It is a usage in which social scientists espe-
ciall y might he interested, since they seek to describe and explain beliefs and
iictioiis related to morality. Vie will avoid it, however, because our main in-
terest is in normative questions about correct beliefs.

Fourth, the word "ethics" and its grammatical variants can be used as syn-
oriynis for "morally correct." For- example, people's actions and principles of
conduct can be spoken of i's either ethical (right, good, or permissible) or un-
ethical (immoral), and individuals can be evaluated as ethical (decent, having
moral integrity) or unethical (unscrupulous), in this usage, engineering efl

ics would amount to the set of justified moral principles of obligation, rights,
and ideals which ought to be endorsed by those engaged in engineering. Dis-
covering such principles and applying them to concrete situations is the cen-
tral goal of the discipline of engineering ethics.

In order to simplify matters and avoid confusion, we shall restrict the cx-
1i'1oi ''engineering ethics" to the sense in which it names a discipline.
Nevertheless, we shall occasionafl y use the word "ethical" in its other senses
when we speak of ethical problems, an indvmdual's or group's ethics, and
ethical conduct. 1 he context will make it clear which of these is meant.

Engineering Ethics and Philosophy

fvluch S1engineering ethics can be viewed as part of applied philosophca]
ethics. tike medical, lem'al, and business elhics, it is fccusccl upon practical
moral problems but seeks where possible to apply methods and theories de-
rived from more general philosophical principles.

Thus, applied ethics necessarily makes contact in man y places with ethical

'We might note [mere t hat tIme dows t (OU i n of &'ngi nec ring 
eth

ics is business ethics, svh rh I

also nmv undergoing rapid development. Since most engineers are salaried employees, and
since engineering decisions are usualis' tied to business decisions, it is not surpnsing that moral
problems in c'nginecring and business often overlap. The question, for example, of what is
wrong with offering and accepting mare than nominal gifts when negotiating contracts for en-
gineering services is at once an issue in engineering ethics and business ethics.
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theory. This is 
because applied ethics is Concerned with uncovering cogent

moral reasons for Lieiiets and actions, as opposed t accepting 
uo	 ncriticallywhatever beliefs or actions might happen to strike one ' s fancy as being correctat

make reference
a given moment. And the general moral principles to which such 

reasons
ory.	

either 
explicitly or implicitly are directly linked to ethical the-

We sa y, for example, that a given action is wrong hem use it amounts toaccepting a h ill the cOntext of negotiating a contract, and bribes arewrong brcau.,c the\ u nfairly influence j udgn i en t and decisions This claim is
based on a general prmncipk. that contract negotiations sight to he 

impartiallycentered on the zncnts of the con tract alone And th,m general principle, inturn, will he lustiticd by appcalmg to a higher-eider principle to the effectthat we oui;ht to he [aim and i mpartoil in certain Situa tionis Such higher-order
t
principles when develupe l and in tegrmti'd within theories of mistice, consti-u te tile broad phmles local perspectives on 	 tl'j I ethical theory canprovide.

An analog hicay might
eral philoso	

help clarify the re lationship between applied and gen-
dr,mpl ethics. I emnucrin	 is itself in anplied science whichupci principles [room g eral ph ysics and i t hemmiatjcs J is "applied"in the sense that it is ,iimed et finding practical 

5 dons to concrete prob-lems by applying either theoretical knoms'ledoc 
or ds t	 more ii1tujIi' under-,mndi ng of a field gained after years of working withm "Pure" scie nce andiltl

mematics, by contrast, are directed toward obtaining new knowledge,usually of a 
general soit. Practical engineering soJtitii are often obtainablewit ho lit lid Viflg to await final proots of theoretical prinicp	 ca Oil occasionarticular engimleerj ng solutions will ha vi' a wide importa nce, however andwill provide n s th ts that can be h'cl hack into the 

iii cm-c theoretical levels of
're arises dynamic interplay between a n 'cl a ' n-ca dud"P c' scicnL.

Much the sye can 
he said of the relationship between applied and gen-

en f
eral ethics, remflei nberimip that here th e concern is with mo	 Hsteacl of sci-fic issues C neral ethics tends to emphasize theoretf, a knnwlede e andOIL.L. cases 

oidy in order to illustrate and test theories. Appliedethics, by contrast, focuses upon 
concrete problems for their own sake, andinvokes general theory 

where helpful in dealing with those problems It isnot the task of applied ethics per se to i dee l ong-standine dlii osonhh-aldisputes over the valiitv Of

	

general mor,	 orspectiresOn occasion, however, applied r'liics may well yield insights h aving a"lore 
theoretical importance Future developments in engineering ethics

sophical questions c
seem likely to provide fruitful directions for thinking about enduring philo-

oncem clog tle naturc' ef collect he re pihi?ity, Jemt-mate a uthority, justice within eceflomnc s ystems and moral rights with incomplex nstt•mtin
Ph ilosophy for its part pla ys a major role in s upel ying the basic Concepts

and theories needed to clarify the nature of ethical prehle:ns and issues in
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ejoe i'hoii-it' tiiies 1 Con \ . ICiI 1 1 1 L! i'iied •ciceptiuii Of tloe prob-

lr'ms Nv l.icing t till 0 &'rspective m aspects or i stances Ut broader'  grub-

lenis I-or t'xii iiiiC, we shall see later ho','; SOiO( appeals to codes of enginccr

ing ethics when trying to answer moral ques000s are problematic because

the appeals presuppose a narrow kind of co il veittionalism in ethics A other

ties philosoph y can clarify general caiicep	 hits wch arrse when thinking
times

 iti moral ISSUe. An example of this to be dealt with in Chap. 2 is the

concept of ethical dilemmas.

Study Questions

Cite examples f ethical problems which Ciii arise in the production of a new type

of outer bicycle as it passes through the stages of design, manufacture, testing,

sales, and sereice. Use your imaginiltii'ii tO developing the details of at Xa , t one

probli' in at vach siege.
2 The ollotviitg three illustrations are based upon actual cases. With respect to each,

first state what von see is the iioruii,utive, or evaluative, issues involved. lien udu'iu-

tify any descriptive inquiries which you think might he needed in making a reliable
judgment about the case. Finely, are there a y ideas or concepts involved in deal-n
iou; with the moral issues that it would he useful to clarify?
a A County Engineer in Virginia demanded a 25 percent kickback in secret pay-

merits for highwa y work contracts he issued. In 1962 he made such an oiler to

Allan Kairirnerer, a 32-year-old civil engineer who was vice president of a young
and struggling consulting firm greatly in need cii the work. Kainmerci discussed
the offer with others in the firm, who told him it was lus decision to make. Fi-
nally Kiimnierer agreed to the deal, citing as a main reason his concern for getting
sufficient work to retain his current employees (1-airWOather, 54-55).

N In It70 Carl I louruton was assigned as a welding superintendent to a nuclear
power plant tinder construction. Accord lip to I loustun, even his preliminary ob-
serve tions revealed numerous pour welds resul tog from the use of poor p10CC-

dii reS amid improper motcrial. I-Ic coii'.idered this to be hit' result of improper

training given to the welders and told us manager that if the situation was not
corrected he would 'vi i te to t lie mainin heed gua ne rs. I -to us on then described the

sitn5tuofl to sonic of the subcontractors of the project, all which led to his be-
ing fired for insubordination (Houston, 1975, 25-19).

c The principal project finance Officer for a large tinin learned that ail had

been charging his personal tong-distance phone calls to a hit for several
months. The officer informed the engineer's supervisor about this. The cliargcs
wire around $50 a month - it was extreniclv unlikel y that the r!tent would learn of

them since the contract r'.'i,lved several million dollars, arid if he did it would he
easy to explain the situation as a bookkeeping error. The engineer was one of the

firm 's most valued employees, someone the supervisor regarded as the key to
much of the hoped-for success of the firm during toe next 2 years. The super visor
decided to ignore the situation. (Front an unpublished case study written up by

William Litle.)
3 lit response to a request by the Ali,ifh)ij Ncwslcltcr of The Nat i onal Project on Phi-

losophy and Engineering Ethics for brief definitions of engineering ethics, the fol-
lowing three suggestions were submitted and printed in the May -June 1979 issue.
Which, if any, of the four senses distinguished above does each author see"' to

have in mind?
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a "ioil pflnci p les accepted by the protessron rela tile to the practice of engineer-
inp." (Don tVilsnin Eniupr at ,\iicjiaj Bakcr, Jr, Inc.)b "Tine rights ,innl responsibifl ties of those persons who practice 

lie profession ofcnglneeiing.'' (` ky)CIt i-bores, l)cpai tnient of I'llilosopiiy CahifornD State 
b'niver-sit, Fir l'rtoni

C It the t,nk ot ic/o::'i C11ji0 Cl in 1 ; &' tjiis is cj ii iriiIt iii the articulationof .n sOt 01 ethical principles winch ,ire individu,nlg' neessa 5 and jointly suffi-cient to distinguish enineerr i ' ethic twin, sa y , business ethics, then thereseemslittle We Wt such a result is possible For there will he an 
C/iSiircerLn cethics in this sense, that is, an ethics with principics which are enpineering

specific, if and only if there are ethical aspects of engineering practice which arc
ui/p.c in the profession ....

. )'he ethical issues which bother the reflective engi-neer toda y evolve a ron nd q es ions of truth- tell i ni;,
trons to einplOver!cJint 	 con Li ii en t a i tv, and o hflpa -

ss. obi:pations to the public. But these ethical issUes hivebeen ciridressed b y physicians for hundreds 4yea rs...." (ihunijs A. I ong, Dc-.nent f Philosophy, University of Cincinnati used with permission.)1 A 0	
ion of engineering ethics will be linked with a definitin ii of engineer-hip. Un e brood definition of e cpu nec ring sa y s it is the a p ph cat mr of science in theuse	 -, 'f resources for the bcnciit of society or huniaiiity. Such a notion wouldbe I.	 .	
ous if it implied that engineers ,ire the only ones who participate in
s so d efine,j (Nonno, 12). 13ut if this implication is avoided, the defini-ton h.a ` tb-	 Ivan tape of emph,isic'in1; h" all of ui'	 engineers,

	

,i7ens	 manage-
ment, .cntists, techiuicia us, goverilnicn t regulators-are participants in engineer-
iiig an I as such should be concerned with the tield of engineering ethics.

Con,it a dliciion,t' an encyclopedia , and an introductory engineering textbookto see ho ", they define engineering. I hen carefully state 
the definition you prefer inconnection with thtnkii': e':i;t engineering ethics.

5 i he tern is "uioi -a I, ""vi r'," ,r n d "cha r,ic icr'' ha vu' ,i eq ni red no e,i n ings in Cuu	 diuqu iise winch n,ukie them ,us kivaij 0) use at times Find their et 	
i

ymological roots anddi sci i 'c how ted dV's I, se ot ten dep rt s I ro;n their orig nj! or form Cr mean tips.

AIMS IN STUDYING EN GINEERING Elgics

lVilat is the point i stuhyin on ;tinc'ct-it , ethics? And whot Carl 	 gainedIrom taking a course or a	 ement of .i course devoted to it?
As suggested above,	 u. ,, p engine-,-i0 ethics shouldit	 increase the abil-

y of engineers, 'nanigers, citizens, and others to confront the urgent moral
questions raised by tcdhin(]Joic/tl a ctivj ft, Yet more needs to he said ,lboLtthow this is to he achieved througln college Courses Cofliinnuing education ori ndividual study.

Should the study of engilluering ethics aim at inctiicating particular moralMR? We do not think so. instead the tiin hou!d he to empy,- indiv-uals to reason more eifeclivc;v cu 'ncernini ; ;rnr, ' i oucs;cufls The aim holdhe to si rc'.thc . i nioro) ant toivum-,-

Moral Autonomy

Ot c line there are man y possum	 odes .:id each 01 us isifb h,i'c'c special:nlet Csts i n probing dttterent issues. Yet we believe that 
a shared prciciicai
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coal iii studying ethics should he to think clearl y and ct iticaiiv ,iboat moral

issues. lu invoke a term widely used in ethic, the unit\'iIig peat should be to

ireasc	
lopingone ' s ittOlO!	 fo?io?Iii( iii deve, rx1ircss, ii. and a hug ('ii ica-

oiied moral views.
"Autonomy' literall y means "self-ruling" or " i jidepe iC1,. But not )USt

an y kind of independent reflection about ethics amounts to mm al autonomy.

Moral auto-I llonly can he viewed as the ability to think, and the habit of ihink-

mg rational'y about ethical iS5UCS on the bas:s of moral concer n. thiS iOU n-

dation of moral concern, or general .
 rc:,pon5i\'CnCsS to room' values, derives

primarily Irom the training, we receive as child -cii in sensitii'ity to and con-

slderatioji of 
the needs and rights of others. Where such training is absent, as

A often is with abused or neglected children, the tragic result can be an adult
sociopath capable of murdering without compunction. Soiopaths, who by
definition lack a sense of moral concern and guilt, are never mor,iliv ,iuton-
omnu --no matter how "independent" their intellectual i eaoning about

ethics ma y he.
Adult moral concern, of course, can he evoked (or numbed) on specific

occasions by an y number of influences: friends, ministers, social events, no"-

ek, mOVIeS, and inspiring teachers of whatever subjecis. IL oiikl he surpris-
ing it tb' topics dealt with in ethics courses did not call forth momi concern.

Ncvert1it'less the main point of taking a course on applied ethics shbuld be

to improve the ability to reflect critically oil 	 issues.

'ibis con be accomplished by improving, various practical skills that will

help produce effective independent thought about moral issu O,-.j\S related

to engineering ethics these skills include the following:

1 Proficiency in recognizing moral problems and issues in engineering.
This involves being able 1-ri distinguish them from, as well as relate them to,

problems in law, economics, 
religious doctrine, or the descriptions of phys-

ical systems,
2 Skill iii coniprelieflrliiih, clarifying, and critically assessing arguments

oil 	 sides Of moral issueS.
3 The ability to turin consistent and comprehensiVe viewpoints based

upon consideration of relevant facts.

4 Imaginative awareness of alternative respSCS to the iSSUCS and cre-

ative solutions for practical difficulties.

5 Sensitivit y to genuine difficulties and subtleties. This includes a willing-

ness  to undergo and tolerate sonic uncertainty in making troublesome moral

judgments or decisions.
ion in the use of a conimoii ethical language, which is

6 Increased precis 

necessary in order to he able to express and defend one's moral views ade-

quatel y to others.
7 Enriched appreciation of both the possibilities of using rational dialogue

ill resolvi up moral conflicts and of the need for totem ice of rl i fterenCes ot

perspective nmonp iiioralty reasonable people.
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8 An awakened Sense of the i mportance of in ti'gratinp one'slife	 prolessiona
moral integrity.	

land personal conviclions_l 	 is, the ifliport,ince of maintaining one's

Most of us value 
moral autonomy for its own sake. Its exercise is central towhat we think of as the p°ssesion of a mat iire moral out 

01 ik, that is, onewhich is Somethiii more than secondhand and passi'ely ado p ted. Yet ice
Conduct 01 is
also value it because we hehioi' h,it it tends to lead t inoraIh ' responsiblei1 

Integral pait of being a responsible person. Certainly Somefaith in the ability of people to reflect on mural issum as morally autonomous
individuals is presupposed in an\' attempt to engage in Serious dialogue
about ethics: And an affirmation of the individual's right to develop and ex-
ercise reasoned moral perspecties presupposes that most people havc alarge capacity for acting responsibly out of huina ne values It is in his spin itthat we, 

as an hors, wish to eiitci-no the discussion of engineering ethics.

Kohlbergs Theory of Moral Development

These Comments on moral au tonomy call related to recent work in thePsychology of moral d eve1opnncit In particular, they pertain to tine psycho-
logical theories of moral devu'lupiiient set forth by La wrence Kohlberg and
Carol Gilligan.

Building on the pioneering work of Jean Piaget, Lawrence Kohlberg sug-
gested there are three main levels of moral development (Kohlberg, 971).
They are distinguished by the degree of moral cognitive development, thatis, by the kinds of reasoning and n1oIm\'1tiol an indiv i dual adopts illto 'floral questions

Most priinitiveis the P1Scoiizs'n:o,na/ Lend, 
in which right conduct is regardedas whatever directly benefits oneself. I ndividuals ore motivated primarily by

the desire to avoid punishment by unquestioinii; deference to power, or by adesire to .sLisfy their own needs. This is the evel of development of all younchildren and a few adults who never manage to go be yond it.	
g

Next is the Coll i',iti0j1ij line! i
11

'\'lflcll the norms of one's family group,or Society are accepted as the final standard of morality These norm s or Con-
ventions are adopted uncritically as being correct because 

they represent au-
and t
thonty. Individuals at this level are motivated b y the desire to please 

otherso meet the expectations of the social unit, regardless of immediate ef-fects on their self-interest. Loyalt y and close id entification with othoverriding importance. Kohlberg's studies rev 	
ers have

eal that most adults never ma-ture much beyond this stage.
Fnnally, the PInS/COO rca ti,u! Len ci is at ta ned when an md id dii a I comesre	 to

g
gard the standa, d of right and n'rung as a set of principles having to do

with rihts and the general good that ire not reducible to Self-interest or to
Kohlherg calls these individuals 	 because theythink for t hemnst'lves and do not

social conventions 

	 assilillu. thai Clistonis are aliva-c right. The'
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also seek to reasofl ilfld live b y general orIi1crples such as the Golden Rule

("Do unto others as you would have them do unto you"), which apply uni-

versally to all people in all cult ur. 1 heir r011 vat on is to do What is morally

reasonable for its own sake (rather than solely from ulterior niotives), to-
gether with a desire to maintain their moral integrity', self-respect, and the
respect of other autonomous rndividuals.

Kohlberg'S schema of moral ck'vt'ioprneiit has an obvious onnection with

what we said about the goals of studying ethics in college. To he morally re-

sponsihIe one must be able and willing to exercise moral reasoning and this
in turn requires overcoming passive acceptance of the dominant conventions

i ll one's society or "ill group." Yet moral responsibility emerges fi ofli a foun-

dation of early moral training by one's parents and culture. his early train-
ing, which involveS suhnlittiig to the power of one's Parents,makes possible
later growth beyond complete 5eitccntcredi1c35 (at the PrecOnventioflbl
Level) and uncritical acceptance of customs (at the Convenfiona

l Level) to-

ward respect for the rights 01 
other people (at the PostcoilvCntioIlal Level).

But how does Kohlberg know that these are the correct stages specifying

moral d evelopment or growth? I low does he know that his "higher" levels
represent more advanced stages of moral maturity? lie contends that ad-

vanced	
that embodies

stages constitute a "better cognitive orgai)iZ'ltiotl 
more distinctions and represents a more universalized perspective. But viiy'
does that amount to moral progress and not merely to increased intellectual

sophistication?
'Ihe answer to these questions is not found by a mere appeal to bets about

the numbers of people who reach cacti level. As we rioted, Kohlberg thinks
that relatively few people reach the Postcoilvefltioliai Level, and hence his
schema does not record the path of moral development that the majority of
people follow. Instead, Kohlberg seems to base his schema on tile fimdanien-

tal assumption that riiuvem	 nlent toward autOiloy is morally desirable. This is
consistent with the view expressed earlier that moral autonomy is an tnhcr-
ently valuable eeiierat character trait essential br exercising moral respcnsi
bility. But it deserves emphasis that this is a normative claim, not a purely

descriptive or psychological claim.
Could it he that Kohlberg bases his work oil

	 moral assumptions that

are somewhat more controversial? Iii pal ticular, what should 	 said about

his emphasis on abstract universal rules md rights?

Ghlllgan'S Theory of Moral Development

One of Kohlberg's former students andoclliOOUCs has chalienged his work

on precisely this point and done so in a manlier relevant to contemporary
debates over male and female approaches to morality. In her book, 

III Dtf-

fcrd'ot Voice, 
Carol Gilligan charges that Kulilhr'rg'S Studiesare distorted by a

male bias. Not only did he conduct his studies primarily with male sohjecis
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but according to GII)JgOn he approached his studies with a typically male pre-
occupation with general rules and rigli ts.

Gdligan's own studies suggest that there is some tendency for men to he
more interested in trying to solve moral problems by appl y ing abstract moral
principles. Miles tend to resolve moral dilemmas by deterniniiig which
moral rule is most inipoi tant and should override other moral iles relevant
to the dilcrniy,. Women, b y contrast, ry harder to p reserversonal rela-tionships with all people involved in a situation. in order to do so, they focus
greater attention on the details of the context in which the dilemma arises,
rather than invoking and trying to rink general rules.Giiligan refers to this
context-oriented emphasis on maintaining personal relationships as the 

1IriccCu/c, and cofltidsts itvith an e!hJs of rides arul r/tc,
Both mates a rid teriialcs sorrictiincs use both

ivishres to draw	 inds of cthics. Gilligin
ffer-

w at 
Len ion only to a difference in emphasis, not 0 Strict dience based oil 	 lorcover, she does not attempt to answer the (hues-tion of whether this k . rerence in emphasis is due to biology (genetic deter-

ruination) or to social	 nditioninv
in order to make CPpan's criticism of Kohlberg clearer, consider the most

famous example that Kohlberg used in his questionnaires and interviews.
This example, called "Heinz's Dilemma," involves a woman living in Europe
who will die from cancer unless she obtains air expensive drug which the
doctors think will help her. Her husband, 1 leinz., cannot afford to purchase
the drug. The local ph
drug. 1-le als o invent	

armacist is charging 10 times the cost of ma king tire
ed the drug and remains the sole source for obtaining it.

The husband goes to ever yone he knows seeking to borrow money, hut hemanor-es to raise univ half the money needed to purchase the drug. When he
asks the pharmacist to sell the drug at a cheaper price or to let him pay for it
later, the pharmacist refuses. In desperation, I leinz breaks i ll,'() the pLomacy 

and steals the drug. Was thetheft morally right or wrong?
Applying his sc:irema of moral development, Kohlberg ranked experimen-

tal subjects accoi ding to tire kinds of reasoning they used about the dilemma
(and not depending on their specitic answers or conclusions) For example,
the 

subjects who said that I leinl did wrong because he broke the law are
reasoning at the Conven go11j Level, ill 	 right conduct is regarded assimply obeying the law. Also at this level are subjects tvlio said the husband
did right because according to their religious beliefs God commanded that
human life is sacred and God should be obeyed. By contrast, subjects who
said that the right to life of the wife is inherently more important than tile
property right of the pharmacist are rr'aso:iing at the Postconventional Level

"omen, interestingly enough, tended to Ju sLer n-e freouen tiy tha iimen at Kohiiberg' Conventronol Ievl. this was because they showed
greater hesitancy about stealing the drug a rid se.mrched for alte rnative solu -tions in terms of the context For exam ple, the' re comrnen g0 further at-ternts to rea c Lin c uL tire phrarnra 5 and L	 md creative ways to raise the
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necessar y money. Kohlberg inferred that the women i', ere
, eil preoccu-

pied with conventional rules again	 ing anst steald that the y were also wishy-

wash y in ap'clving general principles about the right to live.
Gilligan, however, drew a very dittererit conclusion from this data. bhe

contended that it reveals a greater Sc nsitiVity to people aid peib(nal relation-
ships, including the relationship with the' pharmacist and the' wife (who
would not be helped if the husband ended up ill for stealing the drug).
She also saw value' in the context-irn'nted reasoniTg ucd lv women who
did not locate the solution of the dilemma in ot'tract general jules ran 	 nranked i

order of importance.
Drawing on such reinterpretatioris cr1 Kohlberg's expennrentil data, and

combining them with her own studies of women, Gilligan offered a strikingly
different schema of moral development. She recast Kohlbeig's three levels of
moral cic'velopment as stages of growth toward an ethic of caring. Cilligan's
recasting looked something like this:

Ti;,, lTieconnntiOruhl Lcz.'e! This is roughl y the same as Kohlhcrg's first level
in that the person is preoccupied with self-centered reasoning. Right conduct
is viewed in a SelliCil manner as solely what is good for oneselt.

JJie Convent icon! Leer'? Here there is the opposite preoccupation With not

hurting others and vi th it 
willingness to sacrifice one's own interests in ordc'1

to help or nurture ohcrs. Women are especially prone to fall prey to the cul-

tural stereotypes tha t pressure them always to be willing to give up their per-

sonal interests in order to serve the needs of others.
The Postconvenlkoial Level The individual becomes able to strike a reasoned

balance between caring about other people and pursuing one's own self-
interest while exercising one's rights. The aim is to balance one's own needs
with the needs of others, while maintaining relationships based on mutual
caring. This is achieved through context-oriented reasoning, rather than by
applying abstract rules ranked in a hierarchy of importance.

How does Gilligan's theory of moral deve'lopnient relate to our empha-
sis on moral autonomy as a goat of studying ethics at the college level?

Like Kelilberg's theory , it is entirel y comt)atihl('. Note that we did not de-
fine autonomy as separateness from other people. On the contrary, we
said that autonomy requires independent reasoning on the basis of moral

concern. That . concern is often best understood in terms of caring for oth-

ers and tr y ing to maintain personil relationships wththcm. ,Tioral auton-
omy may well have as much to do with caring ]or other people within it

community based oil relationships (as Gilligan says) as it does
with being sensitive to general principles and human rights (as Kohlberg
says). And it surely has to do with sensitivity to the subtleties of special
situations (consistent with Gilligan's emphasis on context-oriented rea-
soning), just as it does with appreciation of general moral principles ano
rights (consistent with Kohlberg).

I-.'.
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Consensus and Controversy

When in,] i X i1i i.i;. extr,. 00 iilO0il iuton(imv, Li It' rC IS no ,iSS I n-aiicc	 .0. they
arrive at either [lie truth (ii the s,irne verdicts OS other people exercising !hcr moral
autonom y . Indeed, there seem to be sonic basic moral differeiices which are
not reducible to disagreements Over facts or errors in logical inference. Perhaps
this is oevitablc with a subject like morality which is not as precise and clear-
cut as arithmetic (Aristotle, 9361 lolerance requires us to allow room for dis-
agreement among autonomous, reasonable, and responsible persons.

This suggests that the aim of teaching engineering ethics should not be to
produce a unanimous conformity of outlook, even if such conformity could
be achieved b y resorting to indoctrination, authoritarian and dogmatic teach-
ing, hypnotism, or other autonomy-destroving techniques. Indeed, just as
One major goal of investigators in the field of engineering ethics should be to
uncover ways of ronmoimi' tolt'r,ince in the exercise of moral autonomy by
engineers, the same goal stinukl he bou I ;111 ill courses on engineering ethics.

This similarit y between the goals Of courses on engineering ethics and the
goals of responsible engineering can he extended In both the classroom and
the workplace there is a need for authority: teachers having authority over
students, end managers having authorit y over engineers. Both situations
presuppo:e the need for some consensus concerning the role of authority. Is
such a COI1SCIiSL1S LI nderimuncd b y stressing the moral a etonoiny of individu-
als to develop and express their own moral views?

Part Ill of this hook responds to this question in detail. Indeed, the question
is tacitly considered throughout the book as we discuss specific issues and cx-
aniples. Here we wish to note two general points about the relationship he-
tiveen autonomy and authority, ihiListrating them by reference to the classroom.

The tirst point is that moral autonom y and respect for authorit y are not
inherentl y niconipatibte. i\lorii autoiioiimv, b y definition, is exercised on the
basis of moral concern tor othyr people and recognition of good moralmoral rea-
sons. In addition, valuing moral autonomy presupposes faith in most peo-
ple's capacit y for moral reasonzible;iess. Now, there is a i'ery good reason for
'locepting authorit y in the dassroom Authority provides the framework in
which learning can take place. This reason, and not slicer coercion, underlies
the acceptance cat authionty b y most students and professors. Without this
rough consensus ariionc antiinonious members of the academic community,
ciassos could not he conducted in orderly wa ys, cheating would bo encour-
aged, and trust and res p ect between faculty and students would be eroded.
Considered in this way, the constraints inherent in respecting authority of
professors are not much different from those imposed by a conductor on the
musicians in an orchestra -

evertheiess, and this is the second point, sometimes a tension does arise
between the need for autonomy of individuals arid the need for consensus
about authority, 10- one thing, authorit y and the rules it generates are not
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always clear-cut. There may arise good-faith differences among students and
faculty as to what is consistent with rules of a given class, differences that
need to be discussed openly whenever possible.

Cheating, for example, is clearly forbidden. But is it always clear'.', hat
cheating is? It is easy to give a general definition: ciicatiig is dishu:'osty in

trying to gain something underserved or in falsel y representing one's work.
But is it dishonest to work iii groups on an assignment? Is it dishonest to look
at aprevious exam that is widel y circulated among students? Does it matter

tlia 6 nnl y a few sludents may have access to a previous exam if :1 is known
Ii at ti le professor rarely repeats cx,i

Most of us know from our (Iwo experience that there are gray areas con-
cerriing course requirements and that autonomous reflection does not always
result tO everyone seeing Cy ( ' IC) eye about them. Additional conflicts be-
tween autonomy and authority arise when authority is abused, or seems to
be abused. In small Classes it is usually assumed that students should be al-
lowed to express their own views, and that authority is abused when discus-
sion is discouraged by a professor's intimidating approach. Yet there may he
reasonable differences concerning how much time should be allowed for dis-
cussion and also concerning what is an intimidating approach.

Study Questions

1 Most of us agree diiI 1110 dogniitictea.I'.ini; of ethics can thrcaiei: lie excirise ci

moral au ionomv. Does this mean that college teachers should withhold expression
of their own views on moral issues?

2 Describe it cut example of a situation ill which one person tries to indoctrinate
another into holding a particular belief or value. Does Ifs' attempt center more on
what is said (lir example, false views, one-sided views etc.) or on how the view is
presented (for example, with intimidation, intolerance, the suppression of criti-
Ciam, etc.)?

3 Respond to the following argument: "['b.c primary goal of a course oil
ethics ought to be to have students is' 	 a stan 1..: 'ds of professional conduct
specified in the major engineering c 	 - .r ethics. Th i s is because the codes are
formulated by ilic engineering societics sv hich oft iciatly speak for the engineering
professional oil 	 issues. Encuin . ,. 	 .diiiecrs to think autonomously threat-
ens to produce chaos within organizit:.

4 Present and defend your view about I Ieinz's Di l'ioma: Should t Icarus have stolen
the drug in order to help his wife? Also, . i:ig die dilemma as a focus, explain
whether you find Kohlberg's or Gilligan's theory more illuminating as an account of
morally mature reasoning about the dilemma,

5 In 1959, C. P. Snow, an English scientist turned novelist, delivered a famous lecture
entitled "The Two Cultures" (Snow). In tt he warned ef an increasing gap in com-
munication and mutu,il ,iwprcriation between people educated prim.irily ill

arid those cducatd iii the htiiisanitir's. If you have experienced such a grip, what
harm Jo you see it coo sing? F'loi' can education cuiet :bi:tc to bridg:ng tb' grip, and
in particular how m gb t the study of I'll 01 neeri I ig Lii) idS serve. as one bridge be-
ween the ''two cii iii rca''? Do you see a di 'cr01 grip between ile practice-ui Cii ted

iL-
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uiiptiri's, r.lnc:	 c	 .'.1':ic ciais, ,:nt it;	 ccc theory -
urlentcu iti;._lpl. I;.-.	 a-.	 li	 0 Iil.ik '. aid riunt i' ti • rrci - ruichcs or phi-!ophv?

SUMMARY

Various things may be meant by tire ex p ression "engineering ethics." In this
book t'irznecrnrç ethics will mean the exa m ination of the moral issues in en-
gineering and the field of study which results froni that examination. It cen-
ters on a ,wrwato'e, or evalua five, inquiry into how people and organizations
involved in engineering ought to he and to act, and what laws, codes of ct h-
irs, and institutional norms morally ought to he in effect. But it also involves
coni'c'utunl inquiries aimed at cia rifyi ng the inca n ings of key ideas and issues
and descriptir'r' inquiries designed to provide relevant factual information.

The issues in ci ;rnee'rrnc ethics are wider in scope than the moral prob-
lems confronted specificall y h', engineers, for they include the moral probcrns
bearing on engineering faced by niauv other people, including consumers,
managers, scientists, technical writers, lawyers, and government officials.
Even though the emphasis in this book will he on those problems as the y relate
to engineers, it will become clear in the course of our discussion that the re-
sponsibilities of engineers must he understood in conjunction with the rights
and obligations of these other people, especially consumers and managers.

Engineering ethics is intimately tied to p hil osophical ethics, and it can be
Vowed as a branch of applied philosophical ethics. This is especially true
wherever general ethical theories and distinctions are applied in order to (1)
enrich our understanding of the nature of the moral problems and issues in
engineering, (2) provide reasoned responses to those problems, and (3) clar-
ify the meanings of ke y concepts and distinctions.

The practical aim ill ii dy ng a rid teaching engineering ethics is to help
foster moral autonomy. .\t;! autoiioi is the ability to arrive at reasoned
moral views based on the responsiveness iO humane values most of us were
taught as children. l'lus does not require that a person always reach the
"c orrect" moral view. But it involves di.solaving competencies and sensitivi-
ties such as the tu]lowirir: the abilities to discern moral problems and to clar -
ify them, to work out reasoned and sometimes creative responses to them
while taking account of opposing \'iewpo:ts, and to exercise the verbal and
cori1ntur1icati\e skills relevant to discussing one 's views with others.

Moral autonomy is an acliie\'t'fli'flt macic posihle in part b y a foundation
of earl y moral trairung that helps instill moral concern. Psychologists
Lawrence Kohlberg and Car,jl Cilhigan trace tue development of autonom y in
Tools major stages: the I're'convcntioria] Level of self-centeredness , the Con-
ventional Level of respect for coflvent:on,-i rules and authorit y , and the
i'osiconventional Level of autonomy. Koliihcrg gives greater emphasis to rec-
ognizing rights and abstract universal rules, i',-hereai, Gilligan stresses the im-
portarrre of maintaining personal relatonships based on mutual caring.



CHAPTER 2
MORAL REASONING

On October 10, 1973, Spiro 'F. Agnew resigned as Vice Presi d en t of the
United States amidst charges of bribery and tax evasion related to his previ-
ous service as County Executive of Baltimore County. A civil eiigii'er and

lawyer, he had risen to influential posi t ions in local government. As County
Executive during 1962 to 1966 he had the authority to award contracts for
public works projects to engineering firms. In exercising that authority he

functioned a t the top of a lucrative kickback scheme (Coh('.n 1971).
Lester Matz and John Chills were two of the many engineers '.'ho partic-

ipated in that scheme. Their consulting firm was given special consideration
in receiving contracts for public-works projects so long as they made secret
payments to Agnew of 5 percent of tees from clients. Even though their firm
was doing rea;onahly well, they entcreti into the arrangement in order to ex-
pand their business. They felt that in the past they had been denied contracts
from, the county because of their lack of political connections.

Moral Problems and Dilemmas

If we say that Matz and Chills confronted a moral problem, we mi ght mmii

several things. We could be calling attention to the fact that they were in a
situation calling for a decision involving moral considerations about fair prac-

tices, honesty, and avoiding deception. Or we could mean they were
tempted to ignore these moral considerations and violate moral rules like
'Do not cheat." But we would probably not intend to impl y there was any

24
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serious Lonbt 01 iii ticiiitv ill de iiiiiiuiiO viiat ,lir i\eie morall y required Ic
do—that was clear-cut. he onl y uncertainl y i'as Whether the y icould decide
to do \vn.ii ie. noral\ pioy'cr.

Usuall y , Iiowev cc, when i.e speak o moral problems we hnve in nund
situations where what ought to be done ii, not so stra:ghtiorward and obvi-
ous. 'those situations ma y involve two sorts of murkiiic'ss or complexity
which set them in shfrp contrast to the case of Agnew, Matz, and Childs.

First, it ma y be unclear to the individuals involved which, if any, moral
considerations or principles appl y to their situation. An engineer starting a
new job, for example, ma y have doubts about whether it is morally perinis-
.sible to accept an expensive desk set as a gift from a salesperson with whom
her company does business. Would this he accepting a bribe? Would it create
a conflict of interest? Perhaps a conversation with a colleague will answer
these questions. But there vill alwa ys he troublesome cases where there is
considerable vagueness about whether the ''gilt" in an innocent amenity or
an unacceptable bribe

Second, it may be ler1i'ci clear iviucli moral principles apply to one's Sit-
nation. 11w difficulty instL-.ch 1iw;lli he that two different mural principles,
both of which auplv to one 's situation, come into conflict or Uit one princi-
ple seems to point simultancc'uslv in two diflt'rent directions. These kinds of
moral p :obl ems are called irwin! dilir. i

Stated more full y , oiorad d:fl'rrnrios are situations in which two or more
moral obligations, duties, rights, goods, or ideals come into conflict with one
another, and at least oil surface it appears that not all of them can be
fulfilled or respected. It is also possible for One moral pcinciple to have two or
inure incompatible applications in a	 veil situation.

Moral dilemmas occur frenuentiv, although usually there is only moderate
difficult y in seeing whit si oul LI be done. Wi' make a promise to a friend,
thereby creatin1; all to do what we have promised. ()ur parents
become iil and staying home In hel1 them prevents us from keeping the
promise. the uilenrmna, which consists Of a conflict between the ditt y to keep
promises and an ohtgation to one's p'n can usuall y be resolved by all
apologetic phone call to the 1 riend. Or again, we ni,ike one promise to our
emplo yer and another to a colleague, and it turns out that we cannot keep
both. Here the general duty' to keep promises has two incompatible applica-
tions, Once again, an apology to the ot fended party will often settle the matter.

Yet dilemmas are not alwa y s so easil y dealt with. Resolving some of them
can require searching, even agonizing, reflection. Contemporary engineering
practice makes it virtually inevitable that nearly all engineers will he con-
fronted with some moral dileorroas during their careers. Indeed, this is true
of all professionals, including ph ysicians, lawyers, and teachers.

In the next s ection we will introduce ton r ethical theories that can be Use-
W1 in confronting moral dilemmas. But first it will be hclptrl to sharpen oni
understanding of what morality is
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WHAT IS MORALITY?

We defined engineering ethics as tIte study of moral problems in engineering
and the study of related questions about character, mural ideals, and moral re-

lationships. But what is the meaning of the word ''moral" in this definition?
One suggestion frequently given in dictionaries is that morality concerns

wh,i t ou'I! or ou \' nf 110t to be done in a gi veil si tu.i tiOn, what is ri \'Iit or o'roiiy
about the handling Qt it, or what iS'ovO 0; hd abnut the actions ut the people
involved in it. But is definition is uiadequate fur two reasons. On tue one

hai id, morality i ucerns not lust ac(ions, but ,ils&i good and bad character
(what peopte ought to be, not just i/o), relationships (that ought to be sos-
Lulled), and ideals (to which we ought to aspire).

Oil 	 other hand, mere reference to words like "ought," "right," end
good'' does not suffice to define even the dimension of moralIty concerned

With conduct. For there are many nonmoral usages of these words and ideas.
Thus, in order to start a car a person ought to put the key in the ignition—that
is the rig/it thing to do. People ought to brush their teeth before leaving for
school or work, :ird h is good avoid drinking so much coffee that one be-
comes jittery. To increase protits a company ought to try to cut unnecessary
costs while increasing clUe. ncy. None of these judgments would typically
be Co Li nted as moral ones. Moral rid p men ts are about what morally ought or
ought not to be done, what is morally right or wrong, and what is iiorllt/
good or bad. Since the word "morally" is but the adverbial form of the ad-
rective we are trying to define, we are caught in a circle if we cannot move
beyond these general evaluative notions.

Some progro can i made if we characterize moral judgments in terms
of the partic'' of reasons used to justify them (Frankena, 1973, 110).
This is because such reasons will typicall y differ significantly from the
grounds we g:	 ,istifying other types of value judgments. If we ask w by
persons ought to brush their teeth, the answer will be in terms of health and
social etiquette. ' ''"'-	 ;hy a certain painting is judged to be a good one,
the answer wiO i. wrms of its striking lines, color, unity, symbolism, and
so on. Giving these reasons in support of judgments makes it explicit that the
judgments are nonmoral ones. Thus, too, if an engineering design is said to
be a good one simply beca 	 I, is simple, elegant, or cost-effective, we know
that technical and H;	 c values are at issue rad'2r than specifically moral
reasons.

What, then, are nmoml reasons and ideals? If this question calls for a com-
prehensive characterization, th.c is no easy ao; '"er. Morality is complex
and not easily encapsulated. The theories about right action presented in the
next section can be viewed as attempts to offer precise characterizations of
morality, but as we h,-thl see, even the y' are controversial.

If the question, by utrast, calls for eximoples of moral reasons and ideals,
those are easy enough to provide. We are all familiar with a variety of such
examples. They' concern, for instance, respecting persons by being fair and
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)st \\jtn tncn. r:::.g tecir rigHr, kee og ' . 	 II:SCs, wording un-
issarv of ise and no to them, ,i'.oidinm: cheating and dishonest y (of the
sort daIz, CAW aml Aipien' engaged :n). 1 liu'v misc concern curing for oth-
ers by hemng sometimes mvilliiig to help them (especially when they arc in dis-
tress), to show gratitude for favors, to be compassionate in response to their
suffering. There are also high ideals that inspire us to go beyond the minimal
requirements of moral duty, such as the ideals of selfless devotion to causes
like ending world hunger, promoting world peace, and helping to advance
disadvantaged groups. Such ideals may involve a highl y personal, dimension
of morality that is desirable, though optional, for people to pursue. But there
are also professional ideals, as we shall see, that should he fostered among
practicing engineers.

Moral reasons and ideals, we have said, form a distinct categor y of value,
different from other categories of values. Let mis make this clearer by relating
and contrasting moral iolurs to three other t ypes of values: self-interest
(one's personal gumod, law, and religion. In each case, nc will consider at-
tempts to reduce moralit y to these other types of \',i!UC. Following this dis-
cussion we turn to theories of right action.

Self-Interest and Ethical Egoism

It seemed eas y to recognize that Matz and Child,'; should not have partici-
pated in the kickback scheme supervised b y Spiro Agnew. That was because
they were pursuing their own private good in a situation where they should
have had regard to the requirements of fairness and honesty in business.

But suppose this judgment were challenged as follows: If Matz and Childs
did wrong, it was because they adopted an overly narrow view of their OWfl

self-interest. Self-mt crest is what is good for oneself in the long run. Mat z and
Childs took foolish risks, which in the long rim resulted in their being caught
and probably liaruhed more than if they had not paid the kickback money. In
general, people should aiwav and onl y pursue their self-interest, but in do-
ing so the y should be careful to assess flout interest rationally in light of the
facts.

This view is called Ltliic,i! Egomsoi: "ethical" because it is a theory about mo-
rality, and "egumisni" because it sa ys th,it the sole dul y of each of us is to max-
once our own good According to its proponents, moral values are reduced
1:) concern for oneself (prudence) but always a "rational" concern requiring
Cc:isicleratiomi of one's long-term interests UAW, 1961).

Defenders of Ethical Egoism draw a d:stinction between narrower and
wider forms of self-interest. To be selfish!y preoccupied with one's own pri-
'ate good to the point of indifference and disregard for the good of others

null generally cut one oft from rewarding f r iendships and love. Thus the
"paradox of happiness": To seek happiness by blinding oneself to other peo-
ple's lourupmness kvids to one's own umnhicppiic. Personal well-being gener-
ally requires taking some wider interest in others, although the rational ego-
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ist insists that the only reason for showing an interest in others is tor thc sake
of oneself.

There is a problem with this last claim, however. Friendship and love
seem to require—by definition—caring for other people at least in part for
themselves, not from ulterior motives of sell-concern. They require valuing
other people for their sakes, and not solely because they serve one's personal
ends.

lhhic.fl egoists also try to defend their position by contending that an
ironic cscquence of everyone rationally pursuing their self-interest is that
everyone benefits. For example, the classical economist Adam Smith and his
coil tem1orCirv dcfciidcr Milton Friedman believe that society benefits most
when (1) individuals pursue their private good, and (2) corporations (as ex-
pressions of many individual wills) pUrsue maxiniurri Profits in a competitive
free market (Smith; Friedman. 1962). The idea is that this will make the econ-
only prosper, thereby benefiting everyone, because rack individual and cor-
poration is in the best position to know what is good for them and how best
to pursue that good.

We will return to the views of Smith and Friedman in Chap. 6. Here we
express our strong doubt that private pursuiçof self-interest, whether at the
individual or the corporate level, always works out to everyone's advantage.
To be sure, often it does, and often the requirements of morality and pru-
dence point in the same direction. For example, the prudent employee and
the morall y conscientious engineer for the most part look alike in their con-
duct—but only for the most part. Morality requires a willingness on the part
of both individuals and corporations to place some restraints on the pursuit
of private interests. Acceptance of ome such constraints is presupposed in
what is meant by moral concern. Engineerin g ethics has as one task uncov-
ering the moral limits on the pursuit of selt-interest i n the profession of en-
gineering.

Of course, these remarks do not constitute a refutation of Ethical Egoism;
and we shall not attempt a further refutation beyond making the following
suggestion. At the very least, morality requires that we value and are con-
cerned for the good of other people. (It also requires not being cruel to ani-
mals.) This means that Ethical Egoism is not really a plausible theory about
what morality is, but in,tead a skeptical rejection of morality. It amounts to
claiming that what are ordinarily viewed as moral rcasons (for ( 1xample, re-
specting oilier people's rights or caring about their well-being for their sake)
should he disregarded except where they happen to coincide with looking
out for one's own neck. "Number 1' , is all that counts. Such a view denies
the validity of moral reasons.

Laws and Ethical Conventionalisri

A different challenge to the distinctiveness ci moral values is the idea that
morality reduces to law or to the customs and conventions of a societ y . Ac-
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cordin14 to this view ':hc}i k called LU::	 ''o ' tio i/iso:, an act is morally
riiht when it is op p roved b y law or convent Cm; it is wrong when it viOla te
hi ivs or customs.

Why would anyone believe this view? One reason is that laws seem so
tangible and clear-cut. They provide a public way of cutting through seem-
ingly endless disputes about right and wi ong that at times seem little more
than assertions of prejudice. Laws seem to be an "objective'' way to ap-
proach values.

Ironically, a second rationale for this legalistic approach to morality points
in the opposite direction. Ethical Coil ventionajjsni seems attractive to some
people because it treats values as subjective at the cultural level. They insist
that moral standards vary dramatically from culture to culture. The only kind
of objectivity possible is limited to and "ielative to" a given set of laws in a
given societ y . Acknowledging this relativity of morality, they think, encour-
ages tolerance of differences among societies.

130th of these a rg u men ts for Ethical Conventionalism are flawed in a man-
ner that allows them to be turned on their heads. The first argument under-
estimates the extent to which iii oral i easun S are objective so as to make them
transcend individual i C) Li cl ice and bias. Moral reasons, in fact, allow objec-
tive criticisms of given laws as immoral or inora By inadequate. For example,
moral reasons are used 'in criticizing the apartheid laws of South Africa,
which flagrantly violate the human rights of the majority of black citizens.
These human rights are not given legal protection, but they ought to be-
nwralfl ought to be. Apartheid laws represent precisely the harmful kind of
subjectivity that morality helps its to overcome by calling for respect for all
people, independent of race.

The second argument embodies two confusions. On the one hand it sug-
gests that because laws, customs, and beliefs about morality differ from so-
ciety to society it follows in effect that all of them are right and none of them
are wrong. But there  is nothing self-certify i rig about laws and beliefs. To use
an extreme illustration, Ethical Con yen tiuna IIsm  WO Lii d allow that Hitler and
his followers acted  correctly when file)' m Li rd ered 6 million Jews, for their
Ia vs, customs, and beliefs were based on an tisem i tism.

This same illustration shows why Ethical Conventionalism is anything but
the Verant doctrine it claim s to be. There is nothing tolerant—in ally ad mi
rahlesense—in refusing to criticize Nazi beliefs about morality. Sanctioning
intolerant an tise mi tic beliefs is not in  act of tolerance. It is true, as we shall
emphasize in Chap. 8, that jLidginents about other CLiltures have to be based
Oil understanding of and sensitivity to special cultural cirCLimStanCes. But
that is because those circLimstances are objectively relevant to morality, and
not because whatever a cuitLite adopts as its laws or customs is automatically
justified.

DeIend u rs of Ethical  Coii vent ion a lislll generally add that an action is rigli
"for Cultures" that bel i e ve it is right—it is lightt "tor them," though  not "for
us." Or moral beliefs Ile "true for" those cLi It Li res who hold them, though
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not true "for us." But these are needless shuffles. if the expressions "right
for them" and ''true for them" mean merely that those cultures believed
something was right and that this belief played a key role in their lives (such
as when we say of the ancients that the earth was "flat for them"), then this
shaky view reduces to the truism that they believed what they believed, if,
by contrast, it means their beliefs justified their actions, then we are left with
the false claim that believin' cthing to be right makes it right. Beliefs,
however customary or widu. shared, are not sell-certifying. Nor, we might
add, are attitudes concerning morality.

Boligion and Divine Command Ethics

Moral reasons are not rcduciL ' ' matters of self-interest, nor to law and cus-
tom. But how about religion? Divine Cunimanil Ltltics is , the view that to say an
act is right means it is commanded by God, and to say ' it is wrong means it is
forbidden by God. Accordingly, if there were no God to issue commands,
then there would be no morality.

One difficulty raised by this view, of course, is how to know precisely
what God's commands are. Another difficulty is knowing whether God ex-
ists. In fact, there are religions which do not ernphcn.i.c belief in God, unlike
the theistic (God-centered) religions like Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism, for example, call for faith in a rig/it

path from which is derived a code of ethics. In F- -r irihism, for instance, t'he
right path incorporates eight steps; right undo mg, right intention,
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness,
and right concentration. Part of the right path for many nontheistic religions
is the need for contemplation and a feeling of oi , ss with n.. nrc in place of
communion with a deity.

Questions about belief in God, however, re not the main difficulty with
Divine Command Ethics. In fact, most theologians (such as St. Thomas
Aquinas) reject the view for a different reason. This reason pertains to a
question asked long ago by Socrates (l'Lu ) . .tes asked, in effect: Why

does God n; .ke certain commands and not others? Are the commands made
on the basis of whim? Surely not, for God is supposed to be morally good
and hence would neither approve of nor command such acts as wanton kill-
ing, rape, torture and other immoralities.

Stated in another way, suppose that a man claimed that God comma ridea
him to kill people randomly. (The "Son-of-Sam" murderer who randomly
shot people on the streets of New York claimed this.) Without havig to
make any kind of religious inquiry, we would know the man was mistac,i.
Wanton killing is a clear-cut example of immorality and we know that a mor-
ally good deity would not command that kind of act (by definition of a
"morally good deity").

It follows that Divine Command Ethics has things backwards. A morally
good deity commands on the basis of moral reasons that determine the
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rongness 01 cer tain kinds of i'osis and the rightness Of othcrs. Instead ofthe commands cleating 11 	 rcason, moral reasons are presupposed as thei ounda tionIi ir Making cer to in corn ma nds 1, at her I ha ii others.
Nothing in this argument against Divine Command Ethics should be

viewed as a threat to religion oil Contrary, religious belief call re-
garded as Supporting nioratity by providing turther motiva
moral,	 tion for being

We are not referring to sell in teres ted mo lives like the fear of do in no-
tion 

or other types of punishment, eiigioiis taith, or at least religious hope,
implies trusts trust that we can receive insight into what should govern right
action 

and that we can be sustained in that action. Hence it brings an added
inspiration 

to be moral, even though many people are moral without havingreligious beliefs.

Consider in this connection the definition of religion given by C. 
J .Ducasse

A religion. is any set of articles 
Of ía ii li—together with the observances, all i'I udes, Obligati ons, and "'Clings tied up llierc svi tl1—s'hich, in so far as it is influ-

ential in a person, tends to perform two fu nctions,   one Social and the other per-sonal. The social function is to provide nlotls',itio;i lot the individual to conducthi mself altruistically on occa5io 05 when hi indis' j doil interest conflicts with thatof society and when neither   his spontaneous altruistic impulses, nor the snc tionsoof 
the laws or of public opinion, are potent enough by (licnsselve or together to

motivate such conduct. The personal function, oil other hand, is to give theindividual in some measure the Serene assurance out of which flows courage onOccasions of fear, endurance in adversity, strength in moments of weakness, 
dig-nit)' in defeat, humility in success, cnnscj cnt jousness and moderation ill 	 exer-cise of power (Ducasse, 1953, 115).

Ducasse points out that the main social function of religion is to motivate
right action, which involves the notion of ethics per Se. Likewise the personal
function of religion is very important, It has sustained many people in trying
to follow their convictions, and it can promote tolerance and moral concern
for o Ui ers
beliefs	 when those me tiva ted by it are con tron ted with the wide variety of

efs and individual needs to be found in lb e world. Many engineers are
certainly among those so motivated, which is why nthese paragraphs o i cli-gion are an a ppropriate part of our larger topic, engineering ethics.

Minimal Co nception of Morality

The discussion in this section has moved us tow
co ard what might be called aminimal nceptioti of iiwra/Th1 (Rachel 5 , 1986). The conception is minimal in

that it does not presuppose an y one of the theories about right action to he
discussed in the next section Instead it is the starting point for developing

in part be about it.
an ethical theory. That is, any sound ethical theor y should presuppose it and

According to the illininal conception as it pertains to actions, moralityconcerns c,asois for file dne ra bit i ty of certain kinds of actions and th
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undesirability of others. To say that all 	 is right is not to express a mere
feeling or bias, but instead to assert that the best moral reasons support do-
ing it.

What is a moral reason? It is a reason which requires us to respect other
people, to care for their good as well as our own. In addition, moral reasons
are such that they set limits to the legitimate pursuit of self-interest. They can
be used to evaluate laws, to praise some and CritiCi7C others. They are not
reducible to religious mattcrs, althoughreligious belief may provide 

all

 motivation for responding to tlim.

Study Questions
.1 What is the moral dilemma involved in each of the I ollos'ing situations? Identify

the moral obligations which come into conflict. I tow do you think the dilemma
should be resolved? Would an ethical egoist and an ethical conventionalist agree
with you about how to resolve the dilemma?
a "Bill, a process engineer, learns from a former classmate who is now an OSHA

regional compliance officer that there will be all inspection of Dill's
plant. Bill believes that unsafe practices are often tolerated in the plant, especially
in the handling of toxic chemicals. Although there have been small spills, no se-
rious accidents have occurred in the plant during the past few years. What
should Bill do?" (Motley, Greene, McCauley, 1987, 115)

b "Oil midnight shift, a botched solution of sodiu In cyanide, a reactant in an or-
ganic synthesis, it temporarily stored in drums for reprocessing. Two weeks
later, the day shift foreperson cannot find the drums. Roy, the plant manager,
finds out that the batch has been illegally dumped into the sanitary sewer. He
severely disciplines the night shift foreperson. Upon making discreet inquires, he
finds out that no apparent harm has resulted from the dumping" (Matley,
Greene, McCaule y , 1987, 117). Should Roy inform government authorities, as is
required by law in this kind of situation?

2 Interview someone involved in engineering, preferably all Ask them to
describe one or more moral problems they have confronted. Is the problem they
describe a moral dilemma? If so, explain which competing moral obligations, ideals,
or principles are involved and how you would have resolved it.

3 Locate and read a complete work of fiction in which the subject matter is related to
engineering and in which the plot involves a moral dilemma. Then write an essay
in which you (a) discuss the origin and nature of the dilemma, and (b) explain
whether or not you agree with how the person involved resolved the dilemma, giv-
ing reasons for your opinion.

You might consider the following works: Pierre Boulle, The Bridge over the River

Kwai; Eugene Burdick and Harvey Wheeler, Fail-Safe; William Golding, The Spire;

Henrik Ibsen, The Master Builder; John D. N'lacDonald, Condominium; Louis V.

McInty re and Marion B. McIntyre, Scici:lists and Engineers: The Professionals Who Are

Not; Nevil Shute, No Highway; Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Player P10110; Burton Wohl, The

China Syndrome. Additional possibilities arc given in Samuel C. Norman's The Exis-

tential Pleasures of Engineering.
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THEORIES ABOUT MORALITY

Moral conduct is based on concern for other people; it is not reducible to sell-
interest, law, or religion. But more precisel y , what makes some actions mor-
ally right and others wrong? What are the most basic reasons why we mor-ally ought or ought not to do certain things?

Four Types of Moral Theories

More than two millenia of philosophical reflection since Socrates have not led
to a consensus about how to answer these questions. Nevertheless, there is
widespread agreement that there are four main types of theories about mo-
rality. These theories differ according to what they treat as the most fundamen-
tal moral concept: good consequences for all, duties, human rights, or virtue.

As an illustration to help introduce these theories, return to the kickback
scheme described at the beginning of this chapter. We assumed it was clear
that the actions of the participants were unethical. But what reasons can be
given to support this assmptior? Why was it wrong for the engineers to
make Secret payments 'OS piro Agnew in return for being given preference in
the awarding of contracts for public projects?

One answer is that more bad than good resulted. Other engineering firms
were harmed by not having it to obtain the contracts they may have
been best qualified to receive. The system also removed the potential benefits
of healthy competition among a wider range of firms, benefits such as lower
costs and better products for the public. Equally significant, discovery of the
scheme led to a loss of trust in public officials, a trust important for the well-
functioning of government. And the perpetrators themselves eventually suf-
fered greatly.

Let us define utility as the overall balance of good over bad consequences.
Hiyii Utility will usually mean Much good and little bad (although it can also
mean the lesser of two evils). LItiliiniiani5m holds that we ought always toP

r
oduce the most utility, taking into equal account everyone affected b y our

actions. Good and had consequences are the only relevant moral consider-
ations, and hence all moral principles reduce to nile; "We ought to maximizeUtility.-

A different answer to what was wrong With engaging in the kickback
scheme would have its focus directl y on the actions involved, rather thantheir co nsequences The actions were intended to keep outsiders deceived
about what was going on. They were also inherently unfair to other people
who were denied equality of opportunity to hid for the contracts. Hence the
actions, irrespective of their actual or probable consequences, violated at
least two basic principles of duty: "Avoid deceiving others" and "Be fair."
Duty ethics asserts there are duties like these which ought to he performed
even though doing so may not always produce tile most good.

Yet another answer to why it was wrong to participate in the kickback
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scheme is that it violated the rights of other people. A shared understanding
exists that there will be equality of opportunity in seeking public contracts
and that elected officials will grant contracts based on merit, not bribes.
Against this background, qualified persons or firms acquire a right to unbi-
ased consideration of their contract proposals, and these rights were violated
by the kickback scheme. It might also be argued that the public's rights to the
benefits of fair competition were violated as well.

Rig) 'Is cthics views actions as wrong when they violate moral rights. Like
duty e -tics, it denies that good consequences are the only moral consider-
ation. But rights ethics says we have duties to other people because people
have rights that ought to be respected, whereas duty ethics says rights are
cicated by duties.

A very different answer to why it was wrong to enter into the kickback
scheme makes reference to virtues and vices, that is, to good and bad traits of
character. Agnew displayed unfairness, dishonesty, and greed—that is the
kind of person he showed himself to be. Matz and Childs displayed moral
weakness, deceptiveness, dishonesty, and perhaps cowardice in the face of

temptation. Morally better people would have manifested virtues such as
courage, honesty, fairness, and conscientiousness.

Virtue ethics regards actions as wrong insofar as they manifest bad charac-
ter traits (vices) and right insofar as they display or support good character
traits (virtues). Here the fundamental concept is a morally good person,
rather than right actions. Virtue ethicists are primarily interested in what
kind of people we ought to be, to emulate, and to inspire others to become.
Right actions are simply those which express, build, or reinforce virtues.

The following table lists the four main types of theories about morality. In
the remainder of this section we will discuss one classical and one contem-
porary defender of each of the first three types introduced: utilitarianism,
duty ethics, and rights ethics. In a later section virtue ethics will be discussed
in more detail.

Theory about morality	 Basic concepts

Utilitarianism	 Most good for the most people
Duty ethics	 Duties
Rights ethics	 Human rights
Virtue ethics	 Virtues and vices

Mill: Act-Utilitarianism and Happiness

Utilitarianism is the view that we ought to produce the most good for the
most people, giving equal consideration to everyone affected. The standard
of right conduct is maximization of goodness. At first glance, this seems sim-
ple enough. But what is the goodness that is to be ma'.imiied? And how is
the "production" of goodness related to everyday moral rules? Depending
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on how these question ott'	 rrst, t It IlittiaI1Ism eon be developed iii dtkterent directions.
Ac/-u/il u'ittijmii SO\'S We S lIOU111 to us on intli dualaCtions, rather thangeneral rules. An act is Ill' it it i likely t produce the most good for the

most people involved in the particular situation. Everyday maxims like
"Keep your promises," "Don't deceive," and "Don't bribe" are only rough
guidelines. Accordinc to John Stuai M ill (1806-1873), these maxims are use-ful rules of thu nib that so in lila riLe past 111,1111a 

11 
x erience about the types ofnactios which usually ma\iiiii,e utility (Mill). But the rules should be broken

whenever doing So 1011 pi od u C the most good in a specific Sit 	 on,lithe standard of right action is rnaximizinp goodness, 	
ua ti

what is goodness?Mill believed that happiness is the only i)zl/f/lsicyood that is, something goodin -and-of-itself or desirable for its own sake. All othet good things are incfru-

to the dentist, for exam
mental goods 

in that they provide rnns ("instrument s") for happiness . A tripple, is an Ifl St ruin en to I good that prom 01 Cs happinessby avoiding or removing the pain of toothacli'
In Mill's view, a ha

et)', mixe	 ppy e is comprised of many Jileu res in great Va ri-
d wi tli soiiw inC'S ito Ne brief pains. '1 lie happiest life is also rich inlog/icr picas ure. I ligher P lea sures are Preferable in qua lily or in kind to otherpleasures For example, Mill con tend t'd that ti le p1 ea sores den s'ed throughintellectual inquiry, creative a ceo in p1 is Inn cot, appreciatio n  of beauty, and

friendship and love are inherently better than the bodily pleasures derived
from eating, sex, and exercise,

How did Mill know these are the "higher" pleasures? He offered the fol
lowing test: One kind of pleasure is preferable to another if the majority of
people who have experienced both kinds favor it, Using this test, it is no sur-
Prise that he and his contemporaries living in the Victorian Age should rank
pleasures of the mind and of personal relationships over those of the body.Contemporary utililan ians 01 ten reject this aspect 'of Mill's thought as biased.

Brandt: Rule-Utilitarianism arid Rational Desires
Rule iii//i/1,,111i517, 

which is the second main version ot utilitam'i,ism regards
moral rules as pi i ma Y. According to it, we otig hI 

"'%%"I ys to act on those
rules svlih if genem a lls' tel Ioived would p i od lice the most good for the most
people. lndh idu,il actions are right when the y conform to such rules. J bus,we ought to keep promises and avoid bribes, even when those acts do nothave the best consequences in a particular situation hecaLmse the general
Practices of promising and not bribing produce the most ovem-all good (com-
pared to other practices).

Richard Brandt is all 	 contemporary rule-utilitarian Brandt be-lieves that rules, should he considered Ill which he calls moral codes( BrandO, A moral code is Justif i ed when it is the op//tool code which (ifad opted and followed) would in a xi in iie the p ubl i c good [' lore than alt erna-
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tivc codes would. The codes may be society-wide standards or special codes

for a profession like engineering.
There are debates over precisely how much act- and rule-utilitarianism

differ from each other. Yet they do seem to lead to different conclusions in
some situations. Rule-utilitarianism, for example, gives a more straight-
forward condemnation of participation in kickback schemes. Matz and
Childs acted on a rule something Ike ' Lngage in secret payc fi hen nec-
essary for profitable business ventures." If this rule were generally fol-
lowed, it would cause a breakdown of trust between husineS people and
their clients Again, general adherence to Agnew's principle of action,

which was something like ''Break the law when you 
call 	 profit

from doing so,'' would produce a rnentility that would have devastating

consequences.
Act-utilitarianism, by contrast, leaves it openwhether participation in

some kickback schemes may produce overalt good. It all depends on the par-
ticular context: \Vh, is hurt and how much, and what are the chances of be-
ing caught? Ueceuc" -1-utilitarianism seems to open "loopholes" licensing
unfair exceptions, nany utilitarians have abandoned it in favor of rule-

utilitarianism.
Many contemporary utilitarians alo disagree with Mill's view that happi-

ness is the only intrinsically good thing. The y often regard friendship, love,

understanding, and appreciation of beauty as intrinsically good, even when

they do not lead to happiness.
Brandt, however, believes that such things are good because they satisfy

rational desires. R. lanai desires are those we would have and approve of if
we scrutinized our desires in light of all relevant information about the world
and our own psychology. Some self-destructive desires, such as the desire to

use dangerous dru gs, are not rational since if we saw their full implications

we would not apprase of them.

	

Still other utilit '	 ns, especially economists, are concerned with difficul-

ties about ho	 .	 .Jy and measure desires and the pleasures they yield.
They seek an objective way to determine the good. Economists base their
cost-benefit anal, the preferences that people express through their
buying habits. In this version, utilitarianism becomes that view that right ac-
tions are those producing the greatest satisfaction of the preferences of peo-

ple affected.

Kant: Duties and Respect for Persons

Immanuel Kant (1721804) is the most famous of the ethicists who regard
duties, rather than good consequences, as fundamental. In his view, right
actions are those required by a list of duties such as: 1,, honest, keep your
promises don't inflict suffering on other people, be fair, make reparation
when you have been unfair, show gratitude for kindness extended by others. t
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I here are also do Lies to 0u Nel "us seek to in pro Ye one's own I n tel lige nec
and character, develop ones tale ii ts, don't Commiti	 0 icicle -

VVIIV are these Our LI u tics? Accord ii g to Kaut, it is hL cause they in eel three
conditions; each expresses respect for persons, each expresses an unqualitied
command for autonomous moral agents, and each is a universal principle.
We will now examine Kant's three conditions in more detail.

First, in contrast to Mill, who said happiness is the only intrinsic good,
Kant valued the good will; the in ti n Ii on to LII) one ' s d LI ty. Thus, Kant great]),
valued the honest and conscientious effort to fulfillfill do ties. Moreover, people
also have inherent wox th as rational beings insofar as they have the capacity
for a good will, This capacity makes people worthy of respect. To respect
people is to seek to fulfill our duties to them, and to respect oneself is to seek
to fulfill our duties to ourselves.

This sounds rather abstract until lve look at examples of what happens
when duties are disregarded. Consider the cI ceiving, bribing, and coercing
involved in the Agnew case. These activities are various forms of manipula-
tion. They constitute treating people as means to one's own ends, rather
than as rational beings who have purposes of their own (or who are "ends-
in-thenisel'es" to use Kant's expression). Violent acts such as murder, rape,
and torture are even more flagrant \\'aS's of treating people as meie objects
serving our own purposes.

Second, duties prescribe certain actions categorically, without qualifica-
tions or conditions attached. Duties a me cafe cci iciil W1/O'rnhiOL'i These com-
mands are best understood by contrasting them with nonmoral commands
which Kant called hypothet ical mnzperativcs. Hypothetical imperatives command
on the basis of some condition or "hypothesis." For example, "If you desire
to become healthier, then stop overeating" and "If you want to be happy,
you ought to enrich your life by developing friendships." Another example is
the mugger with a gun who comnianLls, "Your money or your life.'' Here
there is an implicit condition "If you want to avoid being killed, then hand
over your money."

Moral imperatives are different in that the)' have no such conditions at-
tached. The y req u ire

ire u to do curtain liii ngs 'he t her we want to or not.
Thus, we O ught to avoid cheating a n dd oth Cr forms of dishonesty simpl y be-
cause we ought kpenoLli k is Our LILI 1, independently of whether it will
make us happy. Stated another was', dut y should he followed because of our
au tonomo LIS Comm itment     to moral It)' itsel f,  rat icr tha n  because of Ulteriormotives.

Third, categorical imperatives are binding on us onl y it the y are also ap-
plicable to everyone. That is, moral reasons and principles are those which
we are willing to have everyone act upon and which we can conceive of all
people heeding. In this sense they m ustsI he Itniu'L',-sflhl:a!ih'.

Most everyda y moral rules pass this test. For example, we can imagine
and favor having everyone obe y the command "Keep promises." By con-trast, we cannot i lliag ille all people obeying 't lie co iii n11 n LI " keep promises
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except w h cii you do ii ' t feel like i i.' if everyone did that, promises would no
longer be possible. Whenever someone attempted to give their solemn word
to us by uttering the words "I promise,'' we would merely laugh. Serious
promises are understood as not being subject to the whims of those who seek 	 t

to gain advantages for themselves Thus we are not wiIlj,i' to encourage peo-
ple to break promises whenever they find it convenient, and we become t.
caught in a Coll l,adictwn when we try to imagine a situation in which every-

one acted that way.
the kickback scheme pm OVILICS a second illustration. Consider the princi-

ple "Engage in secret kickback schemes whenever you can profit and get
away with it." If everyone followed this principle, people would no longer be
able to make legal business contracts at all. Contracts are possible because of
an underlying basis of trust among at least most participants. Whereas util-
itarians objected to kickbacks because of their actual or probable conse-
quences, Kant says they are wrong because they cannot be willed to be uni-
versal principles applying to all rational beings.	 c

Prima Face Duties	 -	 111

One difficulty with Kant's view is that he thought principles of duty were
absolute in the sense of never having justifiable exceptions. He failed to be
sensitive to how principles of duty can conflict with each other, thereby crc-	 a
ating moral dilemmas. Contemporal v duly ethicists recognize that some I
moral dilemmas are resolvable only by making exceptions to simple princi-
ples of duty. Thus, "Do not deceive" is a duty, but it has exceptions when it
conflicts with the moral principle "Protect innocent life." One ought to de-
ceive a kidnapper if that is the only way to keep a hostage alive until the ba
police can intervene. Principles of duty that have exceptions are called prima

facie duties (W. D. Ross, 1946). Most duties are in fact prima facie ones. 	 al
How do we tell hich duties should override others when the y come into

conflict? Some recent duty ethicists emphasize the importance of careful re-
flection on each Siti' bon, v Hghing all relevant duties in light of • 	 facts,

and trying to arrive at a sound judgment or intuition. They also suesS that 	 a
some principles, such as "Do not kill" and "Protect innocent life," learly in-
volve more pressing kinds of respect for persons than other principles, such
as "Keep promises." Other duty ethicists, like John Rawls, have tried to for- 	 Lo
mulate general principles that can be ranked in order of importance without
having to rely on intuitive judgments.	 tr

ng
pel

Duty Ethics: Rawis's Two Principles	 th

John Rawls is a leading contemporary ethicist who has developed Kant's
ideas in fresh directions. According to Rawls, valid principles of duty are 	 h
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those which would he vol Un Ia nv agreed upon b y all rational persons in an
imaginary "contracting" situation.

The persons in this h\'pothetical situation are characterized b y several fea-
tures:

1 They lack all specific knowledge about themselves—for example, about
their particular desires, intelligence, and achievements. This ensures they
will not he biased by self-interest in their deliberations.

2 They do have general knowledge about human psychology, the eco-
nomics and politics of society, and science.

3 The).' have a rational concern br promoting their long-term interests.
4 They seek to agree with each other about the principles they will volun-

tarily and autonomously follow as a group. That is, they form a moral agree-
ment or contract to abide by principles to which they all subscribe.

Rawls believes that placing ourselves (in imagination) in this hypothetical
contracting situation helps us to reason more easil y and honestly about moral
principles. It enables us to check our intuitions and to set aside our biases.
His view is Kantian in that it emphasizes the autonomy each person exercises
in forming hypothetic,i I agreements with other rational people.

All rational people, Rawls argues, will agree in this hypothetical situation
to abide by two basic moral principles applicable to societies and social insti-
tutions like professions: (1) Each person is entitled to the most extensive
amount of liberty compatible with an equal amount for others. (2) Differences
in social power and economic benefits are justified only when they are likely
to benefit everyone, including members of the most disadvantaged groups
(Rawls, 1971, 60).

The first principle is most important and should he satisfied first. Without
basic liberties no other economic or social benefits can be sustained ill
long run. The second principle is also Very important, however. It insists that
allowing some people great wealth and power is justified only when all other
groups benefit. Thus, it might be argued that allowing differences of this sort
within the free enterprise system is permissible insofar as it provides the cap-
ital needed for businesses to prosper, thereby providing job opportunities
and taxes to fund a welfare system to help the poor.

Locke: Liberty Rights

The third type of ethical theory, human ny/us ethics, is familiar and can be in-
troduced more briefly. 1-human rights ethicists assert that duties arise because
people have rights, not vice versa. For example, individuals do not have
rights to life because others have duties not to kill them. Instead, possessing
the right to life is the reason why others ought not to kill them.

John Locke (1632-1704) argued that to he a person entails having rights—
human rights—to life, liberty, and the property generated by one's labor. His
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VIeWS had an enormous impact at the time of the French and American rev-
olutions. The words in the Declaration of Independence are not far from his
own: "We hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their creator with inherent and inalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

Locke's own version of a human rights ethics was highly individualistic.
Ile viewed rights primarily as entitlements that prevent other people from
meddling in one's life. Thee are referred to as lthrrli/ rights or iiegatlz't' rigiIts.
that place duties on other people not to interfere with one's life.

This aspect of Locke's thought is reflected on the contemporary political
scene in the libertarian ideology, with its emphasis on protection of private
propert y and the condemnation ot welfare systems (Nozick, 1974). Libertar-
ians take a harsh view of taxes and gçvernmeiit involvement beyond the bare
minimumiii urn necessary for national de funse and preservation of free enterprise.
This perspective contrasts sharply 'ith Rawls's concern for the disadvan-
taged members of society. It also contrasts with a second version of human
rights ethics.

Melden: Welfare Rights

This second version of rights ethics conceives of human rights as intimately
related to communities of people. A contemporary philosopher, A. I.
Melden, has argued that having moral rights presupposes the capacity to
show concern for others and to be accountable within a moral community
(Melden, 1977). The extent of rights, in his view, always has to be deter-
mined in terms of interrelationships among persons. Melden's account al-
lows for more "positive" welfare rig/its, which he defined as rights to commu-
nity benefits needed for living a minimally decent human life. Thus it lays
the groundwork for recognizing a social welfare system such as the United
States currently has.

Not all moral rights are human rights. Some arise from special relation-
ships and roles which people might have. A promise, for example, gives rise
to the special right to have the promise kept. But rights ethicists seek to jus-
tify special rights by reference to human rights. Thus, according to Melden,
promises create special rights because people have human rights to liberty,
and because breaking a promise is a way of interfering with the liberty of the
person to whom one has committed one's help by making a promise.

Many of the rights we will examine later arise within institutions and pro-
fessions, such as the right of engineers to warn the public about unsafe tech-
nological products. And there are rights of all participants in competitive sit-
uations to be treated fairly, rights which were violated in the Agnew
kickback scheme. Later we shall see how basic human rights can he used as
a basis for some of these special rights.
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Testing Ethical Theories

Our intent is not to evaluate which of these theories is best. In fact, we be-
lieve that each of them has insights to offer, and we are more impressed by

how they complement c acti  than by how they differ. For example, Kant
and Locke disagree sharply over whether duties or rights are most funda-
mental. But we are more interested in how for every duty there is a corre-
sponding right, and vice versa. Thus, if you have a right to life, then I have
a duty not to kill you; and if I have a duty to respect your freedom, then you
have a right not to be interfered with. It follows that for practical purposes it
matters little whether we adopt duties or rights as the starting point for moral
reflection.

Again, rights ethics, duty ethics, and rule-utilitarianism for the most part
all agree about the general pri nci pI L'S we Ought to follow (even though they
give sliferent justifications of those principles) As authors, we have reser-
vations about act-utilitarianism as a sound moral theory. But we are coifi-
dent that rule-utilitarianism, duty ethics, rights ethics, and virtue ethics all
capture essential elements of sound moral reflection, and that for the pur-
poses of engineering ethics all of them converge toward similar conclusions.

We have already seen this illustrated as we looked at the the Agnew kick-
back scheme. With the possible exception of act-utilitarianism (which left
some loopholes for engaging in some such schemes), all the main ethical the-
ories gave compelling and interrelated reasons for not participating in the
scheme.

Perhaps someday an even more comprehensive moral theory will be de-
veloped that will reveal how all the theories are connected and have ele-
ments of truth. Yet even if there are ultimate moral disagreements that make
such a unified theoiy impossible, there remain enough broad similarities be-
tween the existing theories to warrant invoking all of them as aids to practical
moral reflection.

In what follows, therefore, we will draw freely oil 	 language of duties,

rights, utility, and virtue, wherever it aids practical reflections oil 	 di-

lemmas in	 cring. Yet it is worth u'ntioning five widely used tests for
evaluating ethical theories.

First, the theory must be clear and formulated with concepts that are co-
herent and applicable.

Second, it must be internally consistent in that none of its tenets contra-
dicts any other.

Third, neither the theory nor its defense can rely upon false information.
Fourth, it must be sufficientl y comprehensive to provide guidance in spe-

cific situations of interest to us.
Fifth, and perhaps most important, it must be compatible with our most

carefully considered moral convictions (judgments, intuitions) about concrete
situations. If ail 	 ethical theory said it was all right to torture
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mentally Ii tid Ca ppCLI Child re n to make other people h ppy, that WouldIc! be('Ii oLig h to sli 0 iV the t Ii Cozy Was hi he.

Good theories, of Course, niny lead Us upon reflection to modify. of
our previously held views—one of their main USeS is to Correct mistaken
judgments lii this way theories and concrete Intuitions mutually interact,
each serving as a test for the other. Ethical theories are developed to illumi-
nate, unify, and correct commonsense judgments; and refined commonsense
judgments about specific situations are used to test ethical theories (Rawls,1971, 4(-53).

Study Questions

Apply utilita nalliSlo, dut y ethics, and rights ethics in i esolving the following moral
Problems. Be Sure to cozisidet alternative versions of each theory, such as act-
u tili tarianisin and iLl Ic- Li lili brian isni. Do the theories lead to the same or different
answers to the problems?
a A train is approach i ng a switch, and it is traveling too last to stop before a trag-

edy occurs. Tied to one fork of tile track are the leaders of three important na-
tions (who are vital to current efforts to achieve world peace and prosperity).
Tied to the other fork are four people who are Your closest friends and relatives,
but who have no international or even national social importance If you were in
control of the switch, which fork in the track ought you to select?

b A doctor can save the lives of three important national leaders by making trans
plants of the kidneys and hear t of a local  convicted mass ni Li rderer who is servinga life sentence, Tile Operations would be clone in secret and would involve the
full cooperation of the local police officials, who would claim the murderer was
killed while trying to escape from prison. Is it morally permissible (i.e .,all right)
to make the transplants?

c George had a bad reaction to an illegal drug heaccepted from friends at a party.
He calls in sick the day after, and when he ret urns to work the following day lie
looks ill. His supervisor asks him why lie is not feeling well Is it morally per-
missible for George to lie by telling Ins supervisor that he had a bad reaction to
sonic medicine his doctor prescribed for him?

d lillian was aware of a recent company memo reminding employees that office
supplies were for use at work only. Yet she knew that most of the other engi-
neers in her division thought nothing about 0ccsionahly taking home no teparls,
pens, conip Liter discs, and Oilier office "III cidei to Is." Her 8-year-old daughterhad asked her lot a coin pa ny-in sc I ibed ledger like the one she saw her Carl s'izig
The ledger costs less than $20, and Jitlian recalls that she has probably used that
much from her personal stationery supplies during the past year for work pur-
poses. Is it all might for her to take home a ledger for her daughter without asking
her supervisor for permission?
Robert is a third-year engineering student who has been placed oil 	 for
a low grade-point average, even though he knows lie is doing the best work he
can. A friend offers to help him by sitting next to him and "sharing" his answers -tj
during the next exam. Robert has never cheated on an exam before, but this time .Ir
he is desperate. Should he accept his friend's offer?	 I	 '	 C
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Because he had bce mugged bet ore, tierna rd Goetz (who happened to be an
engineer) illegals' carried a concealed revolver when he rode the New York sub-
way. When several young men conlron ted him ill threatening way, asking for
money, he drew the revolver and fired several shots that resulted in permanent
injuries. Did his right to life and his right to defend himself justify his acts of (m)
carrying the revolver and (ii) using it as he did?

2 Find, in a current newspaper or magazine, an article which raises a moral issue in
engineering. State the issue in you our own words, making clear wh y ) ,oil it as a
moral one. Explain how the proble'in night he approached and resolved by draw-
ing on utilitarianism, duty ethics, Ad rights ethics.

3 Consult the writings of a major ethicist and summarize the main ideas of the the-
ories involved For suggested Sources see the bibliographical entries on Aristotle,
Branch, Kant, Nielden, Mill, Oldenu1u hO (1979), Rawls, and Macinlyre. For helpful
secondary sources, see Frankena (1973), Rochels, end Taylor.

ETHICAL THEORY AND SAFETY OBLIGATIONS

Ethical theories have two main applications to engineering ethics First, they
help us to deal with practical moral problems, especially moral dilemmas.
Second, they can be used to justify the general obligations of engineers and
others involved in technological development. Using safety-related problems
and obligations as examples, we will illustrate the applications of utilitarian-
ism, rights ethics, and duty ethics, postponing virtue ethics to the next sec-
tion of this chapter (see under ''Responsibility and Virtue Ethics").

The DC-10 Case

In 1974 the first crash of a fully loaded DC-10 jumbo jet occurred over the
suburbs of Paris; 346 people 's'ere killed, a record for a single-plane crash. It
was known in advance that the crash was hound to occur because of the jet's
defective design (Eddy, 976; Godson, 1975).

The fuselage of the plane was developed by Convair, a subcontractor for
McDonnell-Douglas. Two y ears earlier Convair's senior engineer directing
ho peoject, Dan /gu :rittun a memo to the vice president of [he

company itemizing the dangers that could result from the design. He accu-
rately detailed several ways he cargo doors could burst open during flight,
depressurize the cargo spa-, and thereby collapse the floor of the passenger
cabin above. Since control lines ran along the cabin floor, this would mean a
loss of control of the plane. Applegate recommended redesigning the doors
and strengthening the cabin floor. Without such changes, he stated, it was
inevitable that some DC-10 cargo doors would open in midair, resulting in
crashes.

In responding to this memo, top management t Convair disputed neither
the technical facts cited b y .\pelcgate nor his preu:.:tens. Compan y otticers
maintained, however, that the possible financial liabilities Convair might in-
cur prohibited them from passing on this information to McDonnell-
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Douglas. These liabilities could be severe since the cost of grounding the
planes to m ake  sate lv nip Ii) vu ni en t Would he very high a nd come at a Li inc
when McDonnell-Douglas would be placed at a competitive disadvantage
(Newhouse, 1982).

It might he argued that as a loyal emplo yee Applegate had an obligation to
follow company directives, at least reasonable ones. Perhaps he also had
family obligations which made it important for him not to jeopardize his job.
Yet as an engineer he was obligated to protect the safety of those who would
use or be affected by the products he designed. Thus the dilemma he con-
fronted involved a clash between at least two general professional obligii-
tions----one to his employer and one to the public—and possibly a clash be-
tween professional and personal obligations as well.

While this is an extreme case, it nevertheless illustrates a common class of
moral dilemmas in engineering. Given that the vast majority of engineers are
salaried employees, it is ver y likely that duties to einploycrswill on occasion
conflict with duties to the public. For this reason we will take all of Chap. 5
to examine the relations between these kinds of obligations. Later we shall
also comment on some of the managerial and regulatory voids revealed after
the crash over Paris.

Steps in Confronting Moral Dilemmas

In approaching dilemmas like the one Dan Applegate had In face, several
steps are important. l he steps are distil i ct, even though they are interrelated
and can often be taken in tandem.

1 Identify the relevant moral factors and reasons. What are the clashing
duties, competing rights, alternative goods and bads, and virtues and vices
involved?

2 Gather all available facts that arepertinent to the moral factors involved.
3 If possible, rank the moral considerations in order of importance as they

apply to the situation.
4 Consider alternative courses of action as ways of resolving the dilemma,

tracing the full implications of each.
5 Talk with colleagues (or friends or other students), seeking their sugges-

tions and alternative perspectives on the dilemma.
6 Arrive at a ca re

fully reasoned j ridgni en t by weighing all the relevant
moral factors and reasons iii light of the facts.

Ethical theories cannot be expected to provide simple resolutions of com-
plex dilemmas. They are not moral algorithms that can be mechanically ap-
plied to remove perplexity. But they can help by providing frameworks for
understanding and reflecting upon Llilenhmnas. In fact, they can be useful at
each of the above steps.

1 Ethical theories aid in identifying the moral considerations or reasons
which constitute the dilemma. Thus, utilitarianism construes the Applegate
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dilemma in terms of competing goods: the safety of the public versus the eco-
nomic benefits to Convair and the personal benefits to Applegate. Duty eth-
ics indicates that he had competing duties to protect the public affected by
his work and to respect his employer's legitimate authority to make
management-level decisions about expenditures. And rights ethics empha-
sizes the rights of the public to be protected (or at least warned of dangers)

and the rights of ma;1	 'ul to have their decisions respected.
2 Ethical theories provide a more precise sense of what kinds of informa-

tion are relevant, ''' he theories, for example, e'.rce that facts about the po-
tential harm to H LHic are directly and urgen:iy relevant. It would he im-
proper to consider only the benefits to Convair and to Applegate in reaching
a decision about the dilemma.

3 Sometimes the theories offer wa y s to rank the relevant moral consider-
ations in o or of importance. We shall argue in a moment that the theories
suggest a priority of the obligation to protect the public, given (i) the special
importance of rights to life and to informed consent concerning risks to one's
life, (ii) - - importance of duties to protect the vulnerable public, and (iii) the

degree of h.. i ness involved in death and risk of death compared to economic
benefits to corporations.

4 The theories help us identify the full moral ramifications of alternative
courses of action, urging a wide perspective on the moral implications of the
options, and providing a systematic framework for comparing the alterna-

tives.
c The theories augment the precision with which we use moral terms, and

i ovide frameworks for moral reasoning when discussing moral issues
wit :• colleagues.

6 By providing frameworks for development of moral arguments, the the-
ori. strengthen our ability to reach balanced and insightful judgments.

Foundati	 of Professional Obligations: Safety

T	 ond use of ethical theories is in justifying	 general obligations of

coo others involved in technological development. We will illi:s-

trate oilS oy asking, "Why do engineers have obligations to protect the safety
of tiv' n. '•.: affected by their products and proj'cts?" What reasons or jus-
tificaL,00 can be givon for our earlier claims that engineers have these obli-
gations?

This .	 'tion has wide relevance to engineering ethics, beyond its con-
nection with the DC-10 example. In one way or another, safety is involved in
most of ti., thorny issues in engineering ethics. Certainly it is the most press-
ing consideration in most situations involving whistle-blowing, confidential-
ity, and the exercise of professional autonom. In fact, it is perhaps only a
slight oxaggeration to say that engineering ethics takes as its primary focus
the p: : 'Hen of safety wi ,He bringing uselul technological products to the
public, whereas medical ethics centers oil professional's role in promot-
ing health within the hounds of patient autonom y, and legal ethics centers
oil 	 advocac y of clients' rights within the hounds set by law.
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An architect u nil m eta ph or ni av help orient Ii e reader to the idea of us Li-
tying the safety obligations of engineers. In the tower shown in Fig. 2-1, each
Of the four main stages or girders represents a type of moral claim. Girder 4
at the top represents claims about particular actions being right or obligatory.

FIGURE 2-1
Justifying moral claims about safety in engineering.
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The next beam down symbolizes claims that specific engineers have special
moral obligations concerning safel y . Girder 2 represents the special safety
principles themselves. Candidates for inclusion here would he items appear-
ing in engineering codes of ethics, such as "Engineers shall hold paramount
the safety, health and welfare of the public in the performance of their
duties" and "Should the Engineers' professional judgment be overruled un-
der circumstances where the safet y , health, and welfare of the public are en-
dangered, the Engineers shall inform"their clients or employers of the possi-

He con ce(luences and notify other prper authority of the situation, as may
Lc Hate." (These are only "candidates," since they must be estab-
lished as justified in order to be included.) The lowest stage, girder 1, is con-
cerned ':ith the most general and basic foundational or philosophical princi-
ples.

The columns connecting the girders represents the morally relevant infor-
nation i i cded to move from one type of normative claim to another. For

example, consider the move from level 3 to level 4. Suppose we agree that an
engineer has an obligation to inform the proper authority of serious dangers
to the p. In order to know how this obligation should be carried out cor-
rectly, then, we need to know who in the particular situation constitutes the
proper authority and how that authority should be notified—by an anony-
mous phone call or by a formal memo delivered via certified mail?

The move from level 1 to level 2 consists in deriving the special obligations
of engineers concerning safety from general ethical theory and the relevant
facts about engineers' work.

Under id-u! il:laruiiiisiu, the special safety obligations of engineers would
ultimately reduce to one general obligation: to act in each situation so as to
maximize the good consequences for everyone affected by engineering
projects and products. Rule-u! IlünruiIIiSui, on the other hand, would have en-
gineers act according to those rules which if widely followed would produce
the best consequnces for everyone affected. Duly etlucs would ground the
obligations of engineers in one or more basic principles of duty. And rig/Its

ethics would emphasize how engineers' safety obligations are based on the
requirement that professionals respect the moral rights of those affected by
their work.

Rather than elaborating on each of these approaches, we will select the
rights theory for further comment because of its special relevance to the per-
spective on engineers responsibilities developed in Part II of this text.

A rights theory begins with the assumption that every person has an in-
herent right as a human being to pursue his or her legitimate interests, i.e.,
interests not harming others (Melden, 1977).

Does this impl y an unqualified right not to be harmed b y technological
products? No. If people purchase hanggliders and then kill themselves by
living them carelessl y or under untortunate weather conditions, their rights
have not been violated—so long as advertisements about the joys of
hanggliding did not contain misleading information. But the basic right does
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imply a right not to be poi oicd, i I 'll in'd, or killed b y ftc liiiologica] products
whose danger s are not obeicris or -11 e ciclibei-ately liicklen. 'I - ] I is in turn im-
plies a right to informed conseli t when pu rchasi ni; or using products or ser-vices that in ig h t be cia ngerou s (e.g., huyi rig an airplane ticket). We might
think of this as a right to make all 	 purchase."

These rights place oil creating products, or engaging in projects, cor-
relative obligations to acquire and transfer relevant safety information to con-
sumers and others affected by the products or projects, The nature of such
obligations, in general outline, will be shaped by the rights. Thus there is a
direct link between basic human rights and the safety obligations of engi-
neers, both in regard to what those obligations are and how they are ac-
quired. And laws, professional codes, and employment agreements are im-
portent to that liii kage infer as they help cii sure that ti le safety obligationsare fulfilled. These i s.si I es will "'s" a ga in for discu ssionssion in later chapters.

Professional Ethics and Ordinary Morality

As the above illustration suggests, the special obligations concerning safety
that engineers acquire as a consequence of their work are intimately con-
nected with ordinary or everyday morality. The same ethical theories that ar9
useful in expressing everyday moral experience are also useful in justifying
the obligations of professionals.

To underscore this fact, consider four other views coilceining the origin
and justification of the safety (and other) obligations of engineers.

1 The first view is that engineers acquire moral obligations concerning
safety by being subject to laws or enforced codes that require them to be so
obligated. This constitutes a legalistic approach to morality, that is, an at-
tempt to model morality on the law or reduce it to legal and paralegal con-
siderations. When generalized to all moralit y, it is a version of what we re-
ferred to earlier as Ethical Conventionalism: the doctrine that morality is
nothing more than the dominant conventions, mores, or lawsoperating
within a given society. And we reject this view, just as we rejected Ethical
Conventionalism.

2 The second view is that engineers acquire specialligations by joining
a professional societ y and thereby agreeing to live by tat society's code of
ethics.

This view differs greatly Ii urn the first by emphasizing the voluntary act of
agreeing to abide by a code rather than passively being subject to enforced
laws and codes. Like the next two views to be discussed, it places the origin
of engineers' obligations to safety in a personal commitment to act according
to principles implying ethical obligation. Thus it ties directly into our ordi-
nary understanding of how promises and other sell-committing acts generate
obligations. Yet it is also doubl y insufficient. What of the many engineers
who choose nut to join professional societies? Surely they are not released

L
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from the responsibility to meet obligations to ensure safety. But if the failure

to join a society does not remove such obligations, then the act of joining
cannot be the Sole or main Way the y are acquired.   Moreover, here is always
the question of whether what is promised is ethical or not. Thus, if the code
of a professional society happened to contain morally harmful entries—such
as one restricting responsible criticism of other engineers' safety judgments—
the promise to obey that code would either be nullified or overridden by
other moral considerations.

3 The third view is that engineers acquire safety obligations throughthe
contractual agreements by which they are hired by their companies or em-
ployers. Here we may agree immediately that some special safety obligations
are acquired in this way. An engineer who is hired as a safety inspector
surely does acquire special work iesponsihihties related to safety. And those
responsibilities cannotnot be reduced Me rely to prud ntial co nec ns, i.e., re-
duced to the attitude thatat not lueetiog lii ciii would lead to tile loss of one'S
job or a promotion. Na the r th e entail specific commitments to fulfill such
job-related duties, and this means moral obligations have been generated.

Yet even explicit obligations to employers cannot be the sole basis for the
safety obligations of engineers. For no engineer is obligated by her or his em-
ployee status to sacrifice safety by following an unscrupulous employer's di-
rectives to lie, cheat, forge, or directly risk innocent lives by producing or
approving shoddy designs and constructions. It is not empty rhetoric, or at
least it should not be, to insist that general safety obligations to the public
can override obligations to employers. Rather it refl&cts the point made ear-
lier that specific promises and voluntary commitments sometimes must give
way to wider obligations.

4 A fourth view is that engineers, upon entering their careers, made a
broad, tacit promise to the Public to protect and safeguard it in the course of
performing their tasks. In return the public has largely underwritten their ed-
ucation through financial support for schools and implicitly granted the pro-
fession as a whole certain privileges. For example, it allows professional so-
cieties to accredit schools of engineering, and to participate in setting
standards for the title of "professional engineer," as well as establishing tech-
nical standards. In principle it could also grant individual engineers the right
to zealously pursue public safety, backed by the support of professional so-
cieties. An analogy to this would be how the public has granted doctors and
lawyers the special privilege of keeping patient and client information confi-
dential so as to increase the trust needed for successful medical therapy and
legal defense (Freedman, 1978, 13). Because of these privileges as well as the
public's expectations, it is claimed it would be unfair of professionals not to
reciprocate by committing themselves to promoting those aspects of the pub-
lic good that fall vitliiii their sphere of activit y—in the case of engineers to
promoting public safety.

This amounts to the OPI e.iit g iew that engineers have tacitly signed a
kind ot mutual contract with the public although the shared understanding
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needed to make sense Of such a con tract is currently lather liiiii ted Never-
theless, if this idea of a contract is to he more than tust a metaphor, it remains
to he seen how such contracts are justified. Ihat is, are such mutual agree-
men ts morally permissible or even obliga tory? Answering this question takes
us beyond the mere idea of agreements and reciprocal commitments to the
issue of justification, i.e., to the question of whether those commitments
ought to be made in the first place. That issue call be resolved by refer-
ence to the kinds of general ethical theories that we have invoked. Hence
each of these four views proves to be inadequate by itself, without reference
to ethical theory.

In conclusion, we might distinguish between two different senses in
which it is sometimes claimed that engineers have special safety obligations in
regard to their work. If "special obligations" refers to obligations not
g ron isded in the general h u mail rights which play a central role in ordinary
morality by placing obligations on a!! people, then the onl y special obliga-
tions of engineers are those arising out of special employment agreements or
agreements with professional societies. But the main safety obligations of en-
gineers do not arise from some special membership in a professional society,
or from some special law, tradition, or employment condition inapplicable to
nonengineers.

If, however, the word "special" is applied to obligations to give special
care and attention to safety matters concernin' the projects they engage in,
then all engineers do have special safety obligations. They have them in vir-
tue of how their particular expertise and functions are directly related to the
rights of persons affected by their work. In this sense we can say that an ex-
amination of the special professional obligations of engineers in regard to
safety meshes straightforwardly with art examination of human rights and
other basic moral considerations, and this establishes a link between engi-
neering and moral philosophy.

Study Questions

Sketch a rule-utilitarian justification of the special safety obligations of eJgineers
listed in the National Society of Professional Engineers code (see Appendix). Then
sketch a duty-based justification for those obligations. What would act-
utilitarianism have to say	 out them

2 According to Kenneth Kipnis, a professor of philosophy, the design engineers
share the blame for the death of the passengers in the DC-10 crash described above.
Kipn is contends that the engineers' overriding obligation was to obey the following
principle; "Engineers shall not participate in projects that degrade ambient levels of
Public safety unless information concerning those degradations is made generally
available" (Kipnis, 1981, 82). Do you agree or disagree with Kipnis, arid why?

3 An engineer visits a construction site where a structure designed by him is being
erected. He has not been hired to supervise the construction. Noticing some unsafe
conditions (poor scaffolding and the like), he wonders whether or not to report

L
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them. He remembers that on a previous job a colleague had early on reported some
safety violations; then, ishen on later visits to the site she had not noticed addi-
tional safety violations which su bsei1 lien tly caused nu rics to workers, she had
been sued for carelessness. Her hrNt repoi t had placed her in jeopardy What

should he do?

RESPONSIBILITY AND VIRTUE ETHICS

The ability to cffccL Jy confront problems and dilemmas related to right
conduct is a vital part of professional ethics. Yet preoccupation with it should
not lead its to neglect heart and spirit of true professionalism. That has to
do with the moral ideals to which a profession is dedicated and the moral
character of its practitioners. Moral character, as defined by virtues and vices,
has as much to do with motives, attitudes, aspirations, and ideals as it does
with right and wrong conduct

It will be useful, therefore, to turn from utilitarianism, duty ethics, and
rights ethics to a fuller discussion of virtue ethics. After briefly discussing
one classical and one cont 	 orary virtue ethicist, we will consider in more

detail the general virtue	 being morally responsible and two specific vir-
tues, trustworthiness and benevolence. This will lay a foundation for the
conception of responsible 	 oet forth in the next chapter.

Aristotle: Virtue and The Golden Ic

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) defined virtues as acquired habits that enable us to
engage effectively in rational activities—activities which define us as human
b ,i ,gs. For example, foresight, efficiency, mental discipline, perseverance
and creativity are necessary t ii ce ss ul rational activities  that range from
engineering to philosophical i nq ut rv. Aristotle called these particular qua Ii-

tics intellectual v,rtiies to distin'.'	 ''n from specifically moral virtuc.

Moral virtues are tendencies, ace ,ired through habit formation, to reach a
proper balance between e.,tremes in conduct, eml , i0 0 , desire, and attitude.

To use the phrase inspirc I by his theory, virtue 
-2 

tendencies to find The

Golden Mcan between the extremes of too much (excess) and too little (defi-

ciency).
For example, courage is the appropriate midd' ground between foolhar-

diness (the excess of rashness) and cowardice (fc deficiency of sClf-control

and clear thought in the face of danger). Truthfulness is the mean between
revealing just everything in violation of tact and confidentiality (ex(:ess) and
being secretive or lacking in candor (deficiency). Generosity is the virtue ly-
ing between wasting one's resources (excess) and being miserly (deficiency).
Friendliness is being agreeable and considerate without being anno yingl y et-

fusive (excess) or sulky and surl y (dct:ciencius).
Moral virtues enable us to pursue a variet y of social goods witha a rOHi-
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ll(?ll/l/, Concept that was especially important for citizens of ancient Greekcity-states , since the citysta (c 's so rvi'aI depended (iii close cooperation of itscitizens. Taken together, the moral virtues also enable us to fulfill oui'selves as
human beings. They enable us to attain ltippiucss, by which Aristotle meant an
active life in accordance with our reason (rather than a life of pleasure).

Maclntyre: Virtues and Practices

Virtue ethics has recently been revived and enriched by Alasdair Macintyre,
among others, and applied to professional ethics (Maclntyre, 1984). Maclntyre
bens with the idea of practices--cooperative activities aimed toward achiev-
ing social goods that could not otherwise be achieved. These goods are inter-nal to the practices in that they define what the practices are all about. Hence
they differ from CAI ertuil yoocfs like ía inc and pies t ige whicil can be achieved
through many different kinds of activities and do not define any specific
Practice. For example, the primary internal goods of medicine are good
health and respect for patients' autonomy; the primary internal good of law
is social justice.

The primary internal good of engineering is the creation of useful and safe
products while respecting the autonomy of clients and the public. The vir-
tues and ideals especially for engineers are defined by reference to these end
products. Only the conscientious, safety conscious, and imaginative engi-
neer is likely to achieve the good outcomes expected of engineering. These
virtues also make possible integrity, or moral unity, between the engineer's
personal and professional life. Before developing these ideas in the next
chapter, let us gain a richer understanding of moral responsibility.

Moral Responsibility

The not-ion of moral responsibility cuts across judgments about both right ac-
tions and people. In every case where moral responsibility is ascribed to
someone, a moral judgment is being made; judgments may he of various
types (Hart, 1973, 211-230). The interest may be in assessing (1) obligations
to perform right actions, (2) general moral capacities of people, (3) the virtue
of a person, or (4) liabilities and accountability for act-ions.

1 We speak of persons as /iaoiflç moral responsibilities In this sense, re-
sponsibilities are simply obligations and duties to perform morally right acts.
Some of those are shared by us all: for example, the responsibilities to be
truthful, to be fair, and to promote justice. Others relate only to people per-
forming within certain social roles or professions: For example parents have
specific responsibilities to care for their children, a safety engineer might
have responsibilities for making regular inspections at a building site, or an
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operations engineer might have special responsibilities for identifying poten-
tial benefits and risks of one system as compared to another.

2 Sometimes when we ascribe responsibility to a person viewed as a
whole rather than in respect to a specific area of his or her conduct, we have
in mind an active capacity for knowing how to act in morall y appropriate
ways. In this sense young children are not yet morally responsible. They
gradually become so as the)' mature and learn how to be responsive to the
needs and interests of others. Adult sochpaths who lack any sense of guilt
for wrongdoing never become responsibl in this sense.

3 At other times when we say someone is responsible, we mean to ascribe
a general moral virtue to the person. We mean that he or she is regularly con-
cerned to do the right thing, is conscientious and diligent in meeting obliga-
tions, and is someone who can be counted on to carry out duties or be con-
siderate of others. In a moment we shall return to this sense.

4 Finally, "responsible" often means accountable, answerable, or liable
for meeting obligations. In this sense, to say individuals are responsible for
actions means they can be "held to account" for them: that is, they can be
called upon to explain why they acted as they did; to provide excuses or jus-
tification if appropriate; and to be open to commendation or censure, praise
or blame, or demands for compensation. We also hold ourselves accountable
for our own actions, responding to them with emotions of self-esteem or
shame, self-respect or guilt. This notion of responsibility will also be devel-
oped more fully in Chap. 3.

Accountability and Voluntary Action Usually when we hold a person
accountable for an action we imply that the action was not completely invol-
untary. But it is not easy to know precisely what this requirement amounts
to.

Aristotle sui;ested that involuntar y acts are of two main kinds (Aristotle,
964-967). First, they include acts done in ignorance. If, unknowingly, we
loan a car to a distraught friend who crashes it, we have not voluntarily con-
tributed to the friend's death. The problem here is that we also hold people
accountable when they should have known what they wore doing and what the
likely consequences of their action would be. ignorance then, is not always
an excuse. On the other hand, it is often difficult to judge fairly what people
should have known, especially in the types of complicated situations that can
arise in professions like engineering.

Second, Aristotle said acts are involuntary when performed under com-
pulsion. He interpreted compulsion as an external force which determines
our actions. Aristotle also noted that the mere exister. I obstacles does not
entirely negate voluntariness. Rather their presence limits the range of
choices open to us. When those choices become suff -nlv limited, we have
to think in terms of degrees of voluntariness, ond hen 	 . ;rces of liability
for harm done. An c\Jmpic would he the limita: ns placed ,:n our decisions
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in response to a kidnapper who demands a ransom for not killing someone
dear to us.

10 make things even more Coin piCa ted. man y psychologists today would
make a major addition to Aristoti Cs \ i ews: Acts may be involuntary when
they are generated by uncontrollable inner compulsions, such as those mo-
tivating psychotics or pathological liars. Yet it is extremely difficult to make
accurate assessments of other people at this level.

Causal and Legal Responsibility There are two other concepts of re-
sponsibility (Hart, 1973, 214-215). These should not be confusedwith moral
responsibility in any of its four preceding senses. First, causal responsibiliti/
consists simply in being a cause of some event. In this sense we speak of
lightning as being responsible for a house catching fire.

People can be causally responsible for an event without necessarily being
morally responsible for it. For esanpte, a ?-vua r-old child my cause a fire
While playing With match es, but it is the parentsIs who left the matches within
the child's reach who am e morally responsible for the fire.

Second, legal responsibility should also be distinguished from moral respon-
sibility. An engineer or engineering furn call held legally responsible for
harm which was so unlikely and unforeseeable that little or no moral respon-
sibility is involved,

One famous court case involved a farmer who lost an eye when a metal
chip flew off the hammer he was using (Vaughn, 1977, 41-47). He had used 	 I
the hammer without problems for 11 months before the accident. It was con 	 f
structed from metals satisfying all the relevant safety regulations, and no
specific defect was found in it. The manufacturer was held legally responsi-	 it
ble and required to pay damages. The basis for the ruling was the doctrine of 	 mx
strict legal liabililij, which does not require proof of defect or negligence in de- 	 is
Sign . Yet surely the manufacturer was not mom ally culpable or blameworthy
for the harm done. If we say the manuiactu; er was morally responsible, we 	 w
mean at most that the company has an obligation (based oil 	 special rein-	 -	 fr
tionship between it and the farmer created by the accident) to help remedy 	 h
the problem caused by the defective hammer.

	

Conversely, it is also possible to be morally responsible for something one 	 of
cannot be held legally responsible for. For example, because of the fine word- 	 th
ing of a contract an engineer ma y be free from any legal liability for failing to 	 of
report an observed danger at a construction site. Yet it may have been his or 	 iril
her professional and moral obligation to report that dangem -	 It

-	 co:
-

Motives and Professional Ethics	
sax

Let us now focus on responsibility as a virtue. Calling professionals respon-
sible in this sense ascribes to them conscientious concern for the moral ideals 	 -	 obl
and aims of their profession. i\ responsible physician is motivated (in part)	 be
by a concern for the health and autonomy of patients. A responsible engineer	 the
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is motivated (in part) by respect for the safety and autonomy of the public
and clients.

Of course, none of us is motivated by entirely simple moti\ '5. Very fre-
quently we pursue a line of conduct flout a combination of	 some
pertaining to moralit y and some not A student's motives	 r at Lu ILl i rig col-

lege, for example, might include the desire to obtain a welI-pavin ' , h, to
gain social recognition, to please parents, and to prepare for a soL	 useful
career. The last of ih cse m Li \'es is often grounded inthe morn I I' 	 oh ra ble
motive of altruism—the desire to contribute to the goo , of other people. Sim-
ilarly, the desire to obtain a well-paving job so as not to be a hu, ' on oth-
ers or so as to be able to support a tamil y is a morally admirable mull '. Even
the desire to find challenging work is related to the moral ideal of self-
fulfillment'

Professionals are similarl y motivated in their careers by a mixture of mo-
tives. This mixed moti', .'ion is not lamentable; instead it is desirable. Moral
ideals are easier to aThi.''e when moral motives are rL inforccd by el f -
interest. ("Self-interest" means concerti for one's own good. It does i at
mean "selfishness''—that is, excessive concern for one's own good at the ex-
pense of other people.)

In addition to motives of moral concern and self-interest, there is another
important catcgory of professional motives: concern for achieving excellence
in the technical asp, ts of one's work. The excitement of engineering, com-
bined with a strong desire to see it done well, constitutes a potent stimulus
for professional conduct.

In fact, the technical challenge of work is sometimes enough by itself to
inspire right conduct throughout much of a career, even though some moral
motivation seems essential to most careers. Art 	 illustration of this
s pesented by Graham Greene in his novel A Burnt-Out Case,

Greene describes an aichucct Who his reached the top of his proie ssi on
without caring vei-y m ucli about the good of the public which has hen eli ted
from his work. Th e a rchitect,  world o2nowned, abandons a career in which
he has o Cie  numerous brilliant cent rib Lit ions without any wrong 1 a rig. 1_10
travels to Africa and meets a doctor who is practicing medicine oil 	 basis

—Urn for his patients. In one scene the architect explains to the doctor
that his interest had always been in the "space and light and the proportion"

.,ot in the people who might use them (Greene, 1977, 44). Jok-
iflg i ) ',doctor remarks that he would not have trusted the plumbing in the
structure designed by the architect. But the architect presses his point. He
confesses that of course he had to consider human needs, but only in the
same way he had to consider the brick, glass, and other building materials.
His sole motivation, however, was the creation of beautiful structures.

As do ricident suggests, it is possible for a person to act on professional
obligation 1 rom on ma ni lv n ci in or,i 1 10 Ii ve, Su h as a sheer pleasure in the
be ' nsm ging product and excitement over the technical aspects of
the iork. 11w doctor's facetious remark about plumbing reminds us that or-
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chitects and en.;i nov rs must he COil( p ned prof essr 0110 liv to sat sty the needs
of people they Se r ye, but thatL conce rn rii,iy not be moral in origin Accord -
i iilv, much 01 p rofes"jon ' ll ethics II ,CU Sc's 01 the level of care the a dii ccl
says he sli owed in his work—attention to tile so e ty, well-being, and needs
of those affected  by the professional activities  involvcd-- .no matter what the
ultimate wellspring of that attention may be.

The story also illustrates, however, that long-term involvement in a career
(avoiding early "burnout") may require moral concern. Moreover, things
easily go amiss when preoccupation with the technical aspects of work leads
to a disregard of moral obligations. An illustration of this point is found in
William Golding's novel The Spite,

The Spite is a rich allegory about fidelity, creativity, and the way in which
self-deception call concern for safety within engineering. Set in
England during the Middle Ages, the plot revolves around the construction
Of a 400-foot spire atop an aging cat bed ma I. Su ccess in thy fOj oct woi rid
mean developing    tech riologv ss'el I beyond it's lien cu rreri t state, a rld this pro-
vides tile motivation for the master bu il dec coninhissnoned to undertake the
project.

Yet 05 the master builder assesses the weaknesses of the foundations sup-
porting the church, he is led to suspect that the stone and glass spire cannot
be supported properly. Thereafter his suspicions are repeatedly confirmed to
the point where his best professional judgnierrt what lie humbly calls his
"guesses"—.indicate the task is both futile arld dangerous. Nevertheless, the
priest who is his client desperately clings to a v ision ofof the spire as a "prayer
in stone" and urges the craftsman on.

The master builder gradually becomes biased as lie allows his excitement
over the project and the Personal influence of tile priest to lead him to dis-
regard safe[ ), . As [lie story ends , the entireme structure is slowly Crumbling.

Personal Integrity and Virtues

'There is a further reason why moral conduct is essential for professionals.Thi
s reason  has to do with the maintenance of personal and moral integrity.

Morality requires that our lives he unified where fundamental values are at
stake, not compartmentalized. There must not he a cleavage hetw en the
working life and tile public self of the sort Charles Reich described ssherl lie
wrote, "It is t his split that sometimes infuriates his children when they be-
come of college age, for they see it as h ypocrisy. The individual has two
roles, two lives, two masks, two sets of values.... Neither the 111,111 at work
nor tile fll0ii at Ilonile is the whole marl; it is impossible to know, talk to, or
confront tile Wi101e mail, for that svlioleness is precisely what does not exist"
(Reich, 1970, 78).

Virtues provide a bridge between privateprivate arid professional life. Virtues are
general patterns of action, emotion, and attitude that permeate all areas of
life. They involve habits that constitute fundamental ways of relating to the
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world, not just to selected situations. Moral integrity (inner unity on the ba-
sis of moral commitments) is maintained when virtues are manifested across
the line between personal and professional life.

This explains what is often wrong when an employee sa y s, "Don't blame
me; I was just doing my job' The implication is that the employee is a mere
cog in the machinery of the we rkplice, or a mere tool to be used by an em-
ployer, rather than a responsible person w hose  Ii Ic has moral coherence.
Again, when people try to lustily wrongdoing by saying, ''If I don't do it,
someone else will," they are failing to take responsibility for their actions (re-
gardless of what other people do).

Trustworthiness and Benevolence

Taking responsibility for one's actions is a very general virtue. Trustworthi-
ness and benevolence are two of the Specific virtues it encompasses—virtues
especially important in professions like engineering.

Trustworthiness is a fundamental virtue for those who engage in the re-
lationships between engineers and their employers and clients. These rela-
tionships are based on trust—trust that engineers will effectively perform the
services for which they are hired. I Iere is a list of even more specific virtues
that trustworthiness involves (Bayles, 1981, 70-86).

Honesty in Acts: For example, not stealing, not padding expense sheets,
not engaging in bribes and kickbacks

Honesty in Speech: Not deceiving; being candid by revealing all pertinent
information

Competence: Being well prepared for the jobs one undertakes
Diligence; Zeal and careful attention to detail in performing tasks (by, for

example, avoiding the defect of laziness and the excesses of the workaholic)
Lo:,a!t:; Acting IaitliIu lly on behalf of the interests of the employer or client

(avoiding the defect olallowing self-interest to distort one's service and avoid-
ing the excess of disregarding other important duties such as those to the public)

DiscrcEioa: Sensitivity to the legitimate areas of privacy of the employer or
client, especially with regard to confidential information

Benevolence is also pertinent to the relationship between employers and
clients, but it is especially important in thinking about obligations to third
parties affected by one's work, in particular the public. Beiievoletice is the de-
sire to promote the good of others based on an attitude of concern for their
well-being. Hence much of the discussion of concern for others presented in
this section applies to benevolence.

The following specific virtues are all aspects of benevolence.

,Vw:,.';!I-coc';	 ot harming others
Beneficence: Doing good and preventing or removing harms to others
Gciu'rsi t;/: Going be yond the minimal  degrees of helping others
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While each of these aspects of benevolence is important, the first is the
most ba s ic. It lies behind the oldest professioial dictum, one embedded in
the Hippocratic Oath Liken b y ph y sicians: "Above all, do no As we
shall see, heeding that charge is a corn pl lea ted task ill engineering.

Study Questions

Kermit Vndivier had worked at B. F. Goodrich for 5 years, first in instrumenta-
tion and later as a data analyst and technical writer, In 1968 he was assigned to
write a report oil performance of the Goodrich wheels and brakes commis-
sioned by the Air Force for its new A71D light attack aircraft. According to his ac-
count, he became aware of the design's limitations and of serious irregularities in
the qualification tests. The brake failed to meet Air Force specifications. Upon
pointing out these problems, however, he was given a direct order to stop com-
plain i rig and write a lcport which would show the bfakc qualified.  lie sv,i', led to
bet i eve that several layers of ma nageni en t were behind this cl e ma nd and would
accept whatever distoi ticiss might he needed because their engineering judgment
assured them the brake was acceptable.

Va rid ivier then draft ccl a 200-page ic port with dozens of falsifications and in is-
representations. But he refused to sign it. Later he gave as excuses for his com-
plicity the facts that he was 42 years old with a wife and six children. He had re-
cently bought a home and felt financially unable to change jobs. He felt certain
that he would have been fired if he had refused to participate in writing the report
(Vandivier, 20-24).
I Present and defend your view as to whether Vandivier was justified in writing the

report or not. In doing so, draw upon one of the theories of right action discussed
in the second section of this chapter.

2 Was \'andivier guilty or blameworthy? That is, even if his actions were wrong, is it
appropriate to excuse him from blame because of circumstances beyond his con-
trol?

3 Is Vandivier responsible for is hat he did? In answering this question, distinguish
between the various senses of "responsible" discussed in this section.

'I Which virtues did Va nd i s'ier not display, and what might those virtues have re-
quired of him in his situation?

5 Truthfulness and truth telling are key virtues for engineers as they interact with
other participants in the technological enterprise (illustrated in Fig. 1-1, Chap. 1).
Their meanings come into sharper focus ivhcn their antonynss are examined. These
include'ing, deception, and withholding information. (The latter two aie often
grouped as ''d isi ii forma tic ii" in government parlance.) Give C\,1 rnples from engi-
neering, business, or other professions to ill ust iate these concepts.

SUMMARY

Moral prof/ems, in the widest sense, are those that arise in any situation call-
ing for decisions based upon moral reasons. Sometimes what ought to be
done is a straightforward matter, and the only difficulty is in avoiding temp-
tations to violate moral obligations. At other times it may be unclear whether
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a moral principle applies, as when deciding whether accepting some gifts
from salespeople violates the rule "Do not accept bribes." Moral dilcmntas are
those moral problems in which two or more moral obligations, duties, rights,
ideals, or applications of a single principle Come into conflict in a situation in
which not all of them call respected or fulfilled. Duties which sometimes
allow exceptions in such situations ,Ire called prjtita facie ilotii'.

Moral values require that we be concerned about t lie good and the rigli Is
of other people. Hence moralit y is out reducible to matters of sell-interest,
law, or religion. For this reason we rected Ethical Lc,'ois,n (the view that right
action consists in producing one's own good), Ethical Conventionalism (the
view that right action is merely what the law and customs of one's society
require), and Divine Command EtInCs (the view that right action is defined by
the commands of God, such that without a God there could be no moral val-
ues).

There are four main types of ethical theories which provide helpful frame-
works for identifying the factors involved in moral dilemmas and for offering
guidance.

Acts are moral>' rigI it iv hen:

• They produce file 
110sF good for the

most people.

• They fall under a rule which if widely
followed would produce the most good
for the most people.

• They fell under principles of duty
which respect the autonomy and
rationality of persons, and which call
wilted universally to apply to all people.

• They tall uniter principles which ss'outd
be agreec t upon by all 'a t nat agents in a
hypothetical contracting SitU,ltjOO that
assures ini partiality.lit>'.

• They are the host avnv ',o respect the
human rights of everyone affected.

• They most fully manifest or support
relevant virtues, where virtues are traits
of character making possible the
achievement of social goods.

These ethical theories give help in approaching moral dilemmas by pro-

viding frameworks for assessing the relevant moral factors involved and by
offering guidance. The y can also he applied to identify and justify the general
obligations of engineers and other professionals.

Finall y , it ic iieiv- ci ii he Ittdpcd ripli t sir scrong, ;'c' i i;Pc can he judgcd as
good or bad, vi rI costs or vicious, rempoostblc or rresponsihle. Underlying

I
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such assessments are moral virtues: good traits of character which involve
habits and patterns of action, emotion, attitude, and desire. The most general
professional virtue is moral responsibility, which differs from mere causal
and legal responsibility. in addition to this''virtue" sense of responsibility,
he concept of moral responsibility also refe rs sometimes to obligations, the

general capacity to act in morally concerned ways, and accountability for ac-
tions. Two of the more specific virtues re]ateci to being responsible as a pro-
fessional are trustworthiness (honesty in action and speech, competence, dil-
igence, loyalty, and discretion) and benevolence (nonmaleficence, benefi-
cence, and generosity).


